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Chapter 1
Introduction
Guided waves at THz frequencies are an important topic in the burgeoning field of
ultrafast THz radiation.

THz guiding structures are of interest for high-speed

interconnect devices at the board and chip level [1], sensitive waveguide THz timedomain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [2], and for emerging applications including quantum
cascade lasers [3]. Various guided-wave devices have been demonstrated at or near THz
frequencies ranging from lithographically defined coplanar waveguides [4,5], to various
geometries of dielectric and metal waveguides [6-9], and to parallel metal plate guides
[10-12]. The parallel plate waveguide (PPWG) has been shown to be an ideal guiding
structure, propagating ultra-wideband THz pulses in the TEM-mode with very low-loss
and negligible group velocity dispersion (GVD). These properties are unaffected even
when the guide is made to be flexible and formed into oddly shaped paths [11]. In
addition, the parallel plate waveguide has the extremely important property of being a
planar device. It is thus conceptually compatible with standard chip and circuit board
fabrication techniques.
For various regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, planar guiding structures
have received attention for their potential to incorporate devices of higher functionality
thereby enabling them to act as more than simple guiding structures. This development is
due to their compatibility with available planar production technologies. Quite often, the
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elements integrated in planar guiding structures are optical, being lenses, mirrors, or
diffractive elements. At microwave frequencies, Mink et al. have demonstrated twodimensional quasioptical elements incorporated within a dielectric slab waveguide
[13,14]. These devices were considered for narrow band operation as planar resonators
and as hybrid waveguide/beam guiding devices. At optical frequencies, the dielectric
slab waveguide has been thoroughly exploited by many authors [15-22]. Integrated
lenses of various types, mirrors, and diffractive elements have been demonstrated. At
THz frequencies guiding structures that can manipulate radiation in a dielectric slab have
also been demonstrated [23-25]. Flat and focusing “mirrors,” diffractive slit elements,
and guiding channels have been demonstrated within the slab. Thus, in various forms, it
is the planar dielectric slab guide that has been proposed and demonstrated for integrating
optical devices at frequencies ranging from microwave to the near-infrared.
However, dielectric slabs exhibit undesirable behaviors for guidance and
manipulation of ultrafast THz pulses.

Demonstrated dielectric slab devices exhibit

substantial dispersion in the THz frequency range, which stretches a pulse in time [26].
Furthermore, the boundaries of a slab guide are such that the guided fields are not entirely
contained within a particular layer. In general, this characteristic allows adjacent layers
to couple to one another. However, much of this undesirable behavior can be eliminated
if the slab is bound by two parallel metal plates, as in the case of the parallel plate guide
of Mendis and Grischkowsky mentioned above [11].
In contrast to dielectric slabs, the low-loss, negligible dispersion, ease of
fabrication, and surprisingly forgiving nature of parallel metal plate guides makes them
ideal candidates for further development as functional planar THz guiding structures.
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This dissertation extends the utility of parallel plate structures by incorporating passive
quasioptical elements, sources, and detectors within the guiding layer. In this manner, a
guiding structure is formed that behaves as a two-dimensional optical bench coupled with
the robust and forgiving utility of a parallel plate guide. Unlike integrated optics in
dielectric slabs, the quasioptical elements in our parallel plate guides behave as their
standard 3D counterparts in free space.

Thus, well-known optical theories may be

immediately applied within the guiding structure. The functionality added by integrating
quasioptical elements expands the capabilities of this already high-performance guiding
structure, opening a new realm of possibilities for ultrafast THz circuits.

Scope of this Dissertation
This dissertation is arranged in five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief description of
the proposed guiding structure. The applicability of standard theories is explained, and
the benefits of the demonstrated structures over standard integrated optical elements are
considered.

Several curves are developed, plotted, and explained to facilitate rapid

system development.

First order approximations to fabrication tolerances and size

constraints are also made.
Chapter 3 describes the construction of a THz bandwidth interconnect layer and
the experimental arrangement used to investigate this layer. Simple reflective optics are
incorporated in the layer to route a THz pulse within a plane. Data taken with these
optics is analyzed to determine the influence of reflective quasioptical elements on
absorption. Reflective quasioptics are shown to be a viable means of routing the signal
through the THz interconnect layer with very low-loss due to absorption and no
discernable mode-conversion over the frequency range of interest. A more complicated
3

reflective focusing mirror is demonstrated to temporally and spatially compress a guided
THz beam according to the expectations of the analogous 3D device in free space.
Lastly, experiments are described where transmissive and diffractive quasioptical
elements are demonstrated within the layer.
Chapter 4 describes the demonstration of an ultrafast THz source proposed
for direct-excitation of the interconnect layer. The fabrication of the individual source
dice is described in detail. The source is then investigated experimentally to determine
its behavior. This behavior is compared to that of standard free space coupled sources
due to the lack of guided wave sources/detectors. Unique attributes of this source are
considered. The importance of the source lies in the fact that it forms a single point
within the layer for point-to-point communication applications.

As a preliminary

demonstration of a second point in the communication scheme, a detector for the new
planar guiding structure is demonstrated resulting in the first true TEM-mode all guided
wave system operating at THz frequencies.
Chapter 5 summarizes this work, illustrating the new concepts and devices
introduced in the course of this research. Future work and potential applications are
proposed.
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Chapter 2
2D TEM-mode Quasioptics
This chapter introduces a two-dimensional quasioptical structure, which may be
considered as a two-dimensional optical table. This structure is based on parallel plate
waveguides, which have been shown to exhibit low-loss TEM-mode propagation for
frequencies to 4.5 THz and guided path lengths of up to 0.25 meters [10,11]. The
structure proposed in this chapter extends the performance of PPWGs by incorporating
various components between the plates. These components may be passive quasioptical
devices such as mirrors, lenses, and diffractive elements, or they may be active such as
sources and detectors.

The passive components control the otherwise unguided

dimension of the parallel plate guide and work as standard quasioptical elements in free
space. The active elements in the layer act as communication nodes in the structure
serving to generate and detect ultrafast TEM-mode THz radiation. The planar THz
guiding structure considered in this document is composed of two plates with a subwavelength separation, which are assumed to be semi-infinite with respect to the THz
beam. The guide is depicted in Figure 2.1 below. The incorporated lenses, mirrors,
sources and detectors are to be placed between the metal plates.
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y
k

z
θ

x

b

Figure 2.1: THz interconnect layer illustrating the rectangular coordinate system
considered. Two metal plates are separated by a dielectric, typically dry air, of thickness
b. θ lies in the xz-plane and k is the direction of wave propagation.

Background
As previously described, parallel plate waveguides are particularly useful for ultrafast
THz pulse propagation as they support TEM-mode propagation. This is the fundamental
mode of the guide allowing guided-wave propagation at all frequencies with the same
phase accumulation as for the unbound dielectric for perfectly conducting plates. Fields
in this mode have constant amplitude along the y-direction within the bounds of the
guide. The electric field of the TEM-mode of a PPWG is typically considered to be
polarized in the y-direction while uniform and infinite in the x-direction. However, the
experiments of Mendis et al. illustrate that TEM-mode propagation is available for 2D
beams, or fields with dependence in the x-direction. This situation is directly analogous
to standard treatments of wave beams in free space [10,11,27]. Mendis et al. also
demonstrated that propagation in the TEM-mode of the guide exhibits negligible
dispersion despite the presence of a weakly frequency dependent loss process. Thus,
previous experimental work demonstrates that we can consider a TEM-mode pulse
traveling in a parallel plate waveguide with a finite envelope in the x-direction as a pulse
6

in free space acted upon by a frequency dependent loss-process whose effect is negligible
in phase. Given these facts, propagation in our planar TEM-mode guiding structure
becomes quantitatively identical to 2D propagation in a low-loss, non-dispersive,
unbound medium. Keeping these facts in mind, we consider the parallel plate structure
further.
In the TEM-mode of a parallel plate waveguide, phase accumulation is identical
to that of the unbound case of the enclosed dielectric [28, p113]. This fact is valid only
for the TEM-mode of the PPWG with reasonable losses, which will be explained in more
detail in a subsequent section. It is the equivalence of the phase accumulation of the
TEM-mode of a PPWG to that of the unbound dielectric that allows the direct application
of quasioptical techniques to guided radiation.

This is in contrast to treatments of

integrated optical elements in slab waveguides, which do not support TEM-mode
propagation. In slab guides, the frequency dependent propagation of the guided mode(s)
must be accounted for when considering integrated optical elements [18,22]. However,
for our simple parallel plate structure, we may introduce a lens or mirror between the
plates to obtain behavior that is directly analogous to the same device in an unbound 3D
dielectric. Moreover, we may use reflective and diffractive optics to deflect radiation
within the layer with direct comparison to a 3D device.
Thus, two-dimensional quasioptical elements incorporated within a parallel plate
waveguide are considered, for the TEM-mode, as special cases of standard threedimensional quasioptical elements in free space, where the direction of propagation is
confined to a plane.

With proper consideration, a 2D quasioptical table may be

constructed by incorporating quasioptical elements within a PPWG. Unlike traditional
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integrated (quasi)optical elements in slab waveguide, the behavior of incorporated
elements in a PPWG is shown in subsequent chapters to be well described by standard
three-dimensional quasioptical treatments. The details of the Fourier and Gaussian beam
optical treatments used are described well by many authors [27-32]. Two-dimensional
treatments may be obtained in additional references [33-35]. These techniques will not
be further considered, although they will be applied in subsequent chapters.

Guided Wave Angular Spectrum
In this section we examine the allowed angular spectrum of our guiding stucture as it
compares to free space and other integrated optical structures. This treatment is prefaced
by mentioning that, as demonstrated by Mendis and Grischkowsky, the frequency
dependent attenuation of the layer has a negligible effect in phase. Mendis’ analysis was
performed using the nearly local Kramers-Kronig analysis, and holds for practically
spaced PPWGs at THz frequencies [10,36]. Therefore, our waveguide simply appears as
a low-loss dielectric, bound along one axis, and phase accumulation is the same as that
for the unbound dielectric. In this case, we may represent an arbitrary wave in the halfspace z>0, via an integral over an angular spectrum of appropriate amplitude plane
waves:

E y ( x, y, z ) = ∫∫ A ( k x , k y )e
where the e

jωt

− j ( kx x + k y y + kz z )

dk x dk y

(2-1)

has been suppressed and the wave numbers correspond to the constraint

equation:
k = k x2 + k y2 + k z2
and
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(2-2)

k=

2π ε r

λ

= k0 ε r

(2-3)

is the wave number in the enclosed dielectric. Unless specifically mentioned in the
following treatments, it is assumed that the dielectric has a relative permittivity of unity,
and k=k0. The angular spectrum A(kx,ky) is the Fourier transform of the amplitude
profile u(x,y;z=0). Typically in free space, ky is continuous under the constraint equation
(2-2). However, as our guided field is bound along the y-axis, ky must be quantized in
the typical form for PPWG modes [28]. For radiation propagating in the TEM-mode of
the guide, ky is set to zero and k can be rewritten in z-directed form:
k z = k02 − k x2

(2-4)

The guided TEM-mode field may now be written as:
E y ( x, z ) = ∫ A ( k x )e − j ( kx x + kz z ) dk x

(2-5)

Our field is now represented by a continuous angular spectrum along a single axis and the
problem is reduced to consideration in two-dimensions. This 2D plane wave spectrum is
identical to 2D treatments in free space. It is precisely the elimination of the quantized
and frequency dependent ky by considering only the TEM-mode that discriminates our
technique from other integrated optical techniques. In our structure propagating radiation
appears as if it were in the unbound dielectric and has no variations in the y-direction.
This is not true of integrated elements in a dielectric slab, which does not propagate the
TEM-mode. In such cases the ky component of the wave number must be accounted for
by complicating standard optical treatments [22]. However, in our case we may use
standard 2D quasioptical treatments as in an unbound dielectric. The fundamental limits
of these treatments in our guide occur in situations where the phase constant of our layer
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does not match that of the unbound dielectric due to excessive losses. These situations
will occur when the guide is fabricated from impractically lossy metals or the plate
spacing is reduced to an impractical thickness, as described in a subsequent section.

Practical Concerns
This section is concerned with the practical design of two-dimensional integrated
quasioptical structures for THz bandwidth operation. Important concepts are outlined in
an intuitive manner and various curves for the design of these systems are plotted. This
section is meant to serve as a starting point for the development of 2D quasioptical
structures. It may be used to determine the plate spacing, guided path length, transverse
size of integrated quasioptics, fabrication tolerances, and approximate dispersion for a 2D
quasioptical structure.

The design curves are derived from empirically derived

information and simple theoretical considerations, and are not meant to substitute for
detailed treatments of specific devices. The intent of this section is to provide an intuitive
feel for the proposed integrated optical systems to facilitate their further development and
provide a starting point for new system development.
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Angular Spectrum, Cutoff Frequencies, and Ray Propagation

A
y
L1

L2

z

b

θ

B
P1

ky
P2

ko
kz

Figure 2.2: Ray optic depiction of a conceptual incident plane wave, and the ray optics
representation of guided wave propagation. The components of the vector wavenumber
are shown for a portion of the incident wavefront.

In this section we will look at parallel plate waveguide propagation in a somewhat
different manner than that typically found in electromagnetics texts [e.g. 28].

We

consider that waveguides work for the exact same reasons that mirrors and lenses work in
free space. That is, the boundary conditions on the electric and magnetic fields in the
guide are the same as those in free space. While it is true that the boundaries are much
closer together for waveguides when compared to free space, the simple intuitive picture
of ray propagation of guided wave radiation for reflections in the guide still holds. To
illustrate this fact, we will for the moment consider the entire angular spectrum of
Equation (2-1), this time neglecting kx, where our fields are described by:

11

E y ( y, z ) = ∫ A ( k y )e

− j ( k y y + kz z )

dk y

(2-6)

These fields are infinite in the x-direction and propagate at some angle, θ, to the z-axis in
the yz-plane.

Figure 2.2 describes a single plane wave component of the angular

spectrum A(ky).

The parallel metal plates of our guiding structure, separated by a

distance b, are excited by this plane wave. As shown in the figure, we conceptually
divide the incident wavefront into two pieces, P1 and P2 to track their relative phases.
These pieces must remain in phase, for instance at point B, for propagation in the
waveguide to be allowed over any significant distance. To examine the relative phase of
the components P1 and P2, we consider the difference in the distance traveled by each.
This distance is given as:
∆L = L1 + L2

(2-7)

∆L = 2b sin θ

(2-8)

which by some trigonometry becomes:

To consider the relative phase of each component, we look at the phase accumulation
along the direction of propagation. This is always given as k0 if the enclosed dielectric
has a relative permittivity of one. Upon each reflection from the metal interface, which is
assumed to be a perfect conductor, the wave is shifted in phase by –π radians. Thus, the
total relative phase of the two components is:
∆φ = k0 ∆L − 2π

(2-9)

As mentioned before, the two components must be in phase at B, which means that the
expression in (2-9) must be set equal to 2mπ, where m is a positive integer, resulting in:
k0 sin θ =

12

mπ
b

(2-10)

Clearly the term on the left hand side of the expression is the y-component of the
wavenumber, ky, as shown in the figure. In this case ky has been quantized through m.
This value matches the eigen values solved for by direct application of Maxwell’s
equations in standard electromagnetics texts [28], revealing two facts: First, within the
waveguide only radiation propagating at certain angles to the z-axis is allowed. Second,
the ray consideration of propagating radiation containing y-directed elements is a valid
and intuitive way of describing propagating guided mode radiation. It should be noted
however that this treatment is limited in that it does not require the existence of two-plane
waves propagating at oppositely signed angles, which is required to meet the boundary
conditions in the guide. We will use the ray propagation method again in a subsequent
section to treat unwanted tilt of incorporated elements.

Plate Spacing Design Curves
As described in the preceding section, a PPWG is capable of propagating an
infinite spectrum of discrete modes. These modes are dependent on frequency and plate
spacing through Equation (2-10). Where ky is quantized by:
ky =

mπ
m = 0,1, 2, ...
b

(2-11)

By using only integer values of m we may plot the plate spacing of the PPWG as a
function of frequency for the first ten higher-order TM modes. This curve is depicted in
Figure 2.3.
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TM1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 2.3: Minimum plate spacing as a function of frequency for the first 10 TM modes
of an air filled parallel plate waveguide.

From Figure 2.3 we can quickly tell what plate spacing is necessary to achieve singlemode propagation below a given frequency, or how many modes may propagate in our
spectrum for a given plate spacing. A guide with more than one mode in the bandwidth
of interest is referred to as overmoded. As mentioned previously, it is the TEM (TM0)
mode propagation of our structure that differentiates its behavior from similar structures.
Therefore, when overmoded guides are employed, special attention must be paid to the
minimization of mode conversion processes. Special attention must also be paid in guide
excitation so that a majority of the generated radiation couples to the TEM-mode.
Another parameter that is dependent on plate spacing is attenuation due to the
finite conductivity of the metal walls of the guide. Figure 2.4 depicts the theoretical
minimum attenuation spectrum in dB/cm for several plate spacings for the TEM-mode of
a copper guide. As will be shown in a subsequent chapter, the experimentally achieved
14

loss can currently be made less than twice the minimum value. Figure 2.3 and 2.4 may
be used for engineering purposes in determining a plate spacing as a platform for 2D
integrated optical structures. In pure theoretical form, there are no limits for minimum or
maximum spacing of the guide plates. However, from a practical standpoint we must
balance the deleterious effects of overmoding with those of absorption. The former limits
the maximum thickness of our devices, while the latter limits the minimum thickness of
our devices. Using Figure 2.4 we may determine the minimum thickness of our devices
given an overall system power budget [29].

However, determining the maximum

thickness is not as straight forward

Figure 2.4: Minimum attenuation for a PPWG fabricated from copper plates at the
indicated plate spacing.
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The preceding treatments for guided wave propagation in our layer have
neglected the effect of loss from the finite conductivity of the guide on dispersion.
However, for long propagation distances, small plate spacing, and very large bandwidth
signals these effects must be considered. These conditions may of course be interrelated.
In the following consideration we are interested in the dispersion of a guide with a plate
spacing on the order of 10-100 µm and the typical bandwidth used in our systems ranging
from 100 GHz to 4.5 THz.
Absorption and dispersion are related through the Kramers-Kronig relations,
which relate the real and imaginary components of a function, for instance permittivity.
The exact calculation of dispersion from absorption using these relations requires that the
frequency dependent absorption be known over the frequency range from 0 to infinity.
However, the absorption of the guide given by equation (3-3) is not applicable over this
broad range. Therefore, the typical analysis of THz PPWG data is performed using the
nearly local approximation to the Kramers-Kronig relations [10,36]. This approximation
is accurate provided that the variations in loss are smooth in frequency, such as that in
equation (3-3). The frequency dependent phase velocity of a TEM-mode wave in our
guide under this approximation is given as:
v p (ω ) = v0 −

2v02G

π

ω

∫ω
ω

−1.5

dω

(2-12)

0

where v0 is the phase velocity taken at some reference frequency and G is the frequency
independent component of the absorption expression of (3-3). In practice the value of v0
is derived from experimental data. Clearly the change in phase velocity due to absorption
is in the form of a small correction to the dominant measured term. However, as phase
velocity has not been measured as a function of plate spacing, we must approximate the
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value of v0. For the TEM-mode of the guide this value should be well approximated by
the free space speed of light, taken as c=2.998×108 m/s. As such, we may calculate the
correction value separate from v0, and determine the change in phase velocity over our
bandwidth relative to the free space phase velocity. Figure 2.5 depicts this approximation
illustrating the change in phase velocity of a guide in percent free space phase velocity as
a function of plate spacing and frequency. The nearly local approximation is taken about
the reference value of 2.25 THz, which is the center of our standard experimental spectra.
The calculated absorption using equation (3-3) has been scaled by a factor of 1.5 to
account for a slightly elevated experimentally observed absorption, as described in a
subsequent section. From this figure, we may quickly determine the approximate range
of phase velocities for a particular experimental configuration.

0.005%

0.0%
0.005%

0.01%

0.1%

0.01%

0.05%
0.05%

0.5%

0.1%

Figure 2.5: Absolute value of ∆vp in percent of free space velocity versus plate spacing
and frequency for a signal with a bandwidth extending from 0.1 THz to 4.5 THz. Each
line is an isocontour depicting constant dispersion.
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The standard delay line step size of THz-TDS systems results in a change of path
length of 10 µm and correspondingly a temporal resolution of 33 fs. For these systems,
the change in phase velocity introduced by all but the shortest length (<1 mm) of
waveguide will easily be detected. So a lower limit on plate spacing cannot be set based
on THz-TDS system limitations. However, in reference [11], the dispersion of a 0.25 m
length of 90 µm spaced copper waveguide is described to be negligible. This observation
allows us to set a maximum on the lower limit of plate spacing by defining the product:
%∆vpL. For radiation to propagate with no more dispersion than in the reference, %∆vpL
< (0.16%·0.25 m) = 0.04%·m. For instance, for a length of guide of 0.04 m we may
lower our plate spacing to 15 µm and achieve approximately the same negligible
dispersive effects as in the reference over our bandwidth.

Allowable Element Tilt
The experimental demonstration of 2D quasioptics, described in the next chapter, was
possible only after several less successful attempts. Many techniques were investigated
for fabricating integrated reflective elements from cutting the metal mirror edges with
razors and scissors, to shearing and direct CNC machining, and finally, specialized
polishing procedures. Over the course of this initial experimentation it became clear that
mirror edge structure was of primary importance.

To illustrate this fact, measured

reference and sample pulses are shown Figure 2.6. In the figure, the sample pulse has
been reflected from four integrated flat mirrors and the reference pulse is a pass straight
through a parallel plate guide. The left hand column shows a reference pulse through a
straight parallel plate waveguide and a sample pulse from a waveguide with four
integrated flat mirrors cut from aluminum sheeting using a razor wheel with no
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subsequent polishing. The right hand column in Figure 2.6 shows a reference pulse
through a straight guide and a sample pulse from a guide also incorporating four flat
mirrors. The mirrors are fabricated from copper sheeting using a specialized polishing
process explained in Chapter 3. These pulses should not be compared based upon their
absolute magnitude due to the use of differing experimental configurations for each case.
The pulses from the 4 bounce case (lower) should be compared relative to the reference
pulse (upper) for each experimental case. The improved signal of the right hand side is
due to improved mirror fabrication techniques. These experimental observations spurred
the development of better integrated quasioptical surfaces and the development of
mathematical techniques for examining the effects of mirror imperfection.

Figure 2.6: Influence of mirror fabrication technique on detected signals. Left column
corresponds to reference and 4 bounces from integrated mirrors fabricated using a razor
wheel. Right column corresponds to reference and 4 bounces from integrated mirrors
fabricated using specialized polishing processes developed in this work.
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In the following treatments, simple imperfections in fabricated 2D quasioptics are
considered by examining the effects of tilting incorporated mirrors and lenses relative to
the parallel metal plates comprising the layer. In particular, the coupling of radiation
from the TEM-mode to higher-order propagating modes is considered. Thus, the results
of this section are particularly relevant when an overmoded guide is chosen using Figure
2.3. In general, consideration of the conversion between modes by imperfections within
a waveguide requires very detailed treatments [37,38]. However, the following simple
treatment is meant to help determine the allowable fabrication tolerances on the tilt of
integrated quasioptical elements.

y
d
θ

z
Figure 2.7: Conceptual model of higher-order mode propagation in a parallel plate guide
as a sum of two plane waves bouncing between the plates.

We begin this section with the simple ray description of modal propagation in a
waveguide. The electric field of the mth mode of the TM-mode spectrum of the PPWG
may be written as:
E ym = Am cos ( k y y ) e − jk z z

(2-13)

where ky=mπ/b. Rewriting this field in exponential form:
E ym =

Am
2

⎡e− j( kz z + k y y ) + e− j ( kz z − k y y ) ⎤
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
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(2-14)

Using this equation, we may consider a propagating higher-order mode wave as a sum of
two uniform plane waves propagating at opposite angles to the guide plates. This view of
propagation is depicted in Figure 2.7. The waves bounce their way through the guide. In
the direction of their bouncing path they travel with the wave number k=k0. However, if
we look at their propagation down the axis of the guide they propagate with a different
wave number kz=k0 cosθ [28].
Quasioptical interactions within our layer may change the direction of the two
uniform planewaves described above. Consider the cross-section of a tilted quasioptical
flat mirror within our guiding structure, as depicted in Figure 2.8. The incident TEMmode radiation depicted at the left of the figure propagates with a wavevector ki, directed
parallel to the guide plates with magnitude |ki|=k0. The incident TEM-mode field is:
G

Ei = Ae − jk0 ki

(2-15)

Radiation strikes the tilted mirror at an angle, θi, formed between the mirror normal and
the wave vector ki. Upon reflection from the integrated mirror the reflected radiation
propagates in a new direction, kr, which by the law of reflection points in a direction 2θi
from ki. The magnitude of the reflected wave vector remains the same at 2π/λ. The
projection of kr, we will call this value kzr, on ki is related to the mirror tilt angle θi by:
k zr = k0 cos 2θ i

(2-16)

and the reflected field may be written as:
j k sin ( 2θ i ) y + k0 cos( 2θ i ) z )
Er = Ae ( 0
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(2-17)
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Figure 2.8: Parallel plate guide incorporating an otherwise perfect quasioptical element
with a tilted first surface. The tilt of the element is exaggerated for clarity. A TEMmode field is incident from the left and the reflected and transmitted fields are depicted
after interacting with the element surface.

To determine a maximum acceptable angle for mirror tilt, we examine a typical
guide and THz-TDS system. The guide is filled with dry air and has a plate spacing, b, of
100 µm. The useful bandwidth of the THz-TDS system extends to 4.5 THz. The first
higher-order mode in the guide spectrum is the TM1-mode.

Within this mode the

frequency dependence of the z-directed wave number is given as:
⎛ mπ ⎞
k z = ω µε − ⎜
⎟
⎝ b ⎠

2

2

(2-18)

We may make a crude approximation to the mirror tilt angle resulting in maximum
coupling to the TM1-mode by equating the z-directed phase constants of a single tilted
planewave and that of the waveguide mode. In other words, (2-16) is set equal to (2-18),
yielding:
⎛ mc ⎞
cos 2θ i = 1 − ⎜
⎟
⎝ 2 fb ⎠

2

(2-19)

In this case, θ is the approximate mirror tilt angle for maximum coupling. Therefore, we
want any unintentionally fabricated mirror tilt angle to be much less than θ to minimize
such coupling. As illustrated by Equation (2-19) and plotted in Figure 2.9, for a given
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plate spacing, it is the highest frequency of interest that is most sensitive to mirror tilt in
terms of coupling to higher-order modes. Evaluating (2-19) at 4.5 THz, we arrive at an
allowable mirror tilt of much less than 10 degrees to minimize coupling to the first
higher-order propagating mode for a spectrum extending to 4.5 THz. In this case, 10
degrees is the mirror tilt angle resulting in maximum coupling to the TM1-mode.

Figure 2.9: Required mirror tilt for maximum coupling of TEM-mode to the indicated
higher-order mode for plate spacing of 125 µm (◊), 100 µm ( ), and 75 µm (o).

Also evident from Equation (2-19) is that reducing the plate spacing increases the
maximum allowable tilt angle by sliding the curves in Figure 2.9 to the right. In fact, if
the plate spacing is made less than 33 µm, the excitation of a higher-order propagating
mode within our spectrum becomes impossible, which is also evident in Figure 2.3.
Simple fabrication techniques may be utilized to fabricate mirrors with a tilt of less than
one degree. This fact combines with the fact that, at maximum, we may only couple 50%
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of our desired TEM-mode to the next higher mode using a flat mirror with the preceding
treatment, allowing the prediction that coupling to higher-order propagating modes by
unintentionally tilted mirrors should be minimal. The magnitude of higher-order mode
coupling is treated in the next two sections.
We now treat transmissive quasioptical elements in an analogous way. Since the
reflected power from a transmissive element is generally weaker than the transmitted
power, we will be looking at potential mode conversion in the higher-index of refraction
lens or prism. In this case we assume that one face of the quasioptical element is tilted
and the second face is perfectly perpendicular to the guide plates, in keeping with Figure
2.8. We treat refraction at the lens surface using Snell’s law, and arrive at an expression
for a lens tilt, again called θi, that would result in perfect coupling to the TMm-mode.
After trigonometric substitution we arrive at:
⎛ ky ⎞
sin (θ i ) = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ k0 ⎠

(2-20)

and it should be stated explicitly again that:
ky =

mπ
m = 0,1, 2, ...
b

(2-21)

This angle is independent of the index of refraction of the lens material (noting the
presence of the free space wave number, ko, in the denominator). As in the case for our
tilted mirror we wish to minimize coupling to higher-order modes. Therefore, our lenses
must be fabricated with an angularity much less than the calculated value of θi. If we
again assume a maximum frequency of 4.5 THz and a guide spacing of 100 µm in
Equation (2-20), the calculated lens tilt angle should be much less than 20 degrees, which
is double that allowed for the reflective case. In fact, it can be shown that for any lens
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material at any frequency, higher-order mode excitation in a transmissive optic requires
twice the tilt of a reflective element. Equation (2-20) may be rewritten as (2-19) with θi
replaced by 2θi, and we may simply multiply the curves in Figure 2.9 by a factor of two
to obtain a graphical depiction of the transmissive case. Thus, where higher-order mode
excitation is expected to be a primary concern, for instance in highly overmoded guides,
transmissive elements may be preferred. The next section seeks to predict the magnitude
of higher-order mode coupling by a tilted mirror as a function of mirror tilt angle via a
simple analytical method. A subsequent section deals with finite-difference time-domain
modeling to numerically calculate coupling to higher-order modes due to a tilted mirror.

Higher-order Mode Coupling
In this section we seek a complementary solution to the method above. The goal
is to determine the magnitude of higher-order mode coupling from a tilted mirror. The
field reflected by a tilted mirror couples to the mode spectrum of the guide over the
bandwidth of interest.

We may determine the magnitude of this coupling using a

common method for beam coupling in quasioptics, the overlap integral:
b

∫EE

*
TM m

r

Nm =

2

dy

0

b

∫EE
r

*
r

0

(2-22)

b

dy ∫ ETM m E

*
TM m

dy

0

In order for coupling to occur, the reflected field must overlap in both amplitude and
phase with the modal field. After reflecting from the mirror surface we have re-directed
the incident plane wave, as in equation (2-16). It should be noted that this redirected
plane wave couldn’t meet the boundary conditions imposed by the metal plates alone, as
this field has non-zero tangential components at the guide plates. However, we will
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consider equation (2-17) to approximate the field that is present upon reflection for small
tilt angles. At small tilt angles, the tangential electric field of the tilted planewave will be
negligibly small. The y-polarized field of the TM1-mode of the guide is given by:
E1 = y

− jβ
cos ( k y y ) e − jkz z
ky

(2-23)

Evaluating equation (2-22) with ETMm given by equation (2-23) and Er given by equation
(2-17) with the substitution kyr = k0sin(2θi), we arrive at:
N1 =

4k y k yr2

(

bπ k − k
2
y

2
yr

)

2

⎡cos ( k yr b ) + 1⎤
⎣
⎦

(2-24)

which for small angles reduces to:

N1 =

8k y k yr2

(

bπ k y2 − k yr2

)

2

(2-25)

The TM2-mode may be treated in an analogous way, however such a treatment taken at
small angles results in zero coupling, and is thus neglected here. Using equations (224,25) we may plot the power coupling efficiency to the TM1-mode at small angles. This
plot is shown as Figure 2.10 below.
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Figure 2.10: Quasioptically determined (black) TM1-mode coupling coefficients, and the
small angle approximation of this method (red).

This treatment suggests that coupling to the TM1-mode is low for mirrors tilted at
very small angles to the guide plates. From the treatment it is again evident that higherorder mode coupling due to a tilted mirror is more severe at higher frequencies. It is also
apparent that the magnitude of coupling may become significant even for fairly small tilt
angles and/or higher frequencies. However, as this treatment involves the assumption of
a reflected field that does not meet the boundary conditions, it is not clear to what extent
this approximation is valid. To examine this phenomenon more thoroughly, a finite
difference technique has been explored.

FDTD Modeling of a Tilted Mirror
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique discretizes Maxwell’s timedependent curl equations by approximating the component derivatives as simple
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difference equations. Detailed summaries of this method may be found in [39-41]. The
geometry modeled by this method is shown in Figure 2.11 below:

100 µm

750 µm
Excitation
Plane
Monitor
Plane

z
y

Figure 2.11: Schematic depiction of FDTD solution space for tilted mirror simulation
depicting the excitation plane and field monitoring points. Not to scale.

The modeling software used was derived from software accompanying ref [42], which is
attributed to [43] in file. This code was extensively modified, with the Berenger perfectly
matched anti-reflecting boundary layers and the difference equations retained from the
original code. The FDTD calculations are performed using a rectangular grid of square
elements with a side length of 0.5 µm, which is λ/66 at 4.5 THz. Numerical stability is
insured by operating with a numerical stability (Courant) factor of 0.125 [39, p59],
resulting in a time step size of 2.08 x 10-16 s. However, operating the simulation with a
stability factor of 0.5, which also ensures stability, results in a difference of the calculated
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coupling coefficients by less than 3% over the entire calculated range, while enabling the
calculation to run in 25% of the time of the calculations whose results follow.
In order to examine only propagating modes, we must monitor the field at a
sufficient distance from the mirror such that the non-propagating higher-order modes
excited by the tilted mirror are highly attenuated. To determine the magnitude of the
evanescent fields at the monitor plane, the absorption coefficient is calculated using
equation (2-18) below cutoff for the relevant mode. The cutoff TM1-mode experiences
the least attenuation and the amplitude of the excited evanescent waves at the monitor
plane is shown as a function of frequency in Figure 2.12 below. This figure illustrates
that, except very near the cutoff frequency of 1.5 THz, detection of higher-order
evanescent modes at the monitor plane is negligible.

Note that contributions from

evanescent modes at the monitor plane occur below the mode cutoff frequencies.
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Figure 2.12: Amplitude of the evanescent TM1-mode at the measurement plane for the
FDTD geometry shown above. Note that the vertical scale depicts values ≤1% of the
excited field.

As indicated in Figure 2.11, the field is monitored at specific points between the
guide plates. Since the amplitude of an excited mode is independent of the y-coordinate
except through a known cosine dependence [28, eq. 3.48b], we may choose these points
at convenient locations. We consider these locations in light of the fact that only the
TEM, TM1, and TM2-modes may propagate given a plate spacing of 100 µm and an
upper limit of 4.5 THz on our spectrum. At all points along a line of constant z, the
amplitude of the TEM-mode is constant. At the point y=b/2 the TM1-mode has zero
amplitude, while the TM2-mode has maximum amplitude. At the points y=b/4 and
y=3b/4 the TM1-mode is anti-symmetric, with a peak amplitude multiplied by ±0.707. At
these points the TM2-mode has zero amplitude. Thus, by monitoring the field that
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propagates through these three points, one may determine the amplitude of the fields
traveling in each of the three modes by algebraic manipulation of the detected signals. If
the field is mapped as a function of time, these amplitudes may be determined for a range
of frequencies. For frequencies just above the mode cutoff frequencies, energy travels at
a very slow velocity. Due to the necessary finite length of time the field is monitored, the
frequencies traveling at these slow velocities may never reach the monitor plane and are
not detected. We therefore expect “holes” in our detected spectra above the mode cutoffs
that are the result of finite temporal sampling.
The total time sample employed in the FDTD technique described here allows for
the measurement of signals propagating at velocities as low as ~c/5. From the group
velocity dispersion curves shown in Figure 2.13 and the evanescent absorption curve of
Figure 2.12 and a similar curve for the TM2-mode, which is not shown, we may
determine a region about each mode cutoff that must be avoided for accurate results to be
obtained by post processing of the FDTD derived data. Below cutoff the region to avoid
is determined for frequencies where the evanescent field is <0.01% of the reflected value
while the upper limit of the excluded region is determined by the slowest frequency
component above cutoff arriving in our temporal sampling range. These regions are 1.38
to 1.53 THz and 2.94 to 3.06 THz, for the TM1 and TM2-modes. In practice we will stay
well away from these regions when comparing mode amplitudes.
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Figure 2.13: Group velocity of radiation traveling in a lossless PPWG with 100 µm plate
spacing for the indicated modes. Cutoff frequencies appear as dashed vertical lines.

The amplitudes of the coupled waveguide modes are not conserved, however,
power is conserved between the modes in our lossless system. Once the modes are
separated in time, as described above, each mode is Fourier transformed with the
spectrum converted to (z-directed) power noting the relationship:
2

Am
Pm =
2 ∈n Z mTM

(2-25)

where the Am are determined from the Fourier transform of the time data, ∈n is
Neumann’s number (∈n=1 for m=0, ∈n=2 otherwise), and ZmTM is the frequency
dependent characteristic impedance of the guide for a given TM-mode which may be
calculated as:
Z mTM = ηo2 −
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m
4π bf 2ε 2

(2-26)

Equation (2-25) illustrates that the power in each of the modes propagates
independently from all other modes [46, p337]. Therefore, the power in the individual
propagating modes excited by the tilted mirror should sum to yield the power in the
excitation pulse.

This fact was verified as a check to the FDTD and processing

algorithms yielding a variation of <2% for the range of angles from 1 to 7 degrees and
<1% for angles 4 degrees and less neglecting the regions near mode cutoffs. Therefore,
power-coupling calculations are considered accurate to within this range.
Figure 2.14 depicts the FDTD calculated power coupling out of the TEM-mode to
the TM1-mode over the same range of mirror tilt angles and frequencies as Figure 2.10,
which is replotted in red. Note that the calculated values are at frequencies well away
from mode cutoffs to avoid the previously described effects.

Figure 2.14: FDTD calculated (black) and quasioptically approximated (red) power
coupling coefficient to the TM1-mode at the frequencies indicated. Open circles indicate
FDTD calculated data points, while solid black lines are a guide to the eye.
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Figure 2.14 is plotted to compare the results of the simple method to treat coupling at
small mirror tilt angles developed in the previous section with the FDTD models
described above. However, it may be of practical interest to extend the range of Figure
2.14 to consider larger, intentionally fabricated mirror tilt angles and coupling to the
TM2-mode. Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 plot power-coupling coefficients to the TM1 and
TM2-modes for angles up to 25 degrees. For the TM1-mode both the approximate and
FDTD numerical methods yield similar behavior with somewhat varying magnitudes. As
mentioned in the previous section, the quasioptical approximation for the TM2-mode
predicts zero coupling at small angles, which is consistent with that shown in Figure 2.16.
Finally, for frequencies lying above the TM2 cutoff there appears to be a mirror tilt angle
where coupling shifts from primarily to the TM1-mode to the TM2-mode.

This

observation may have implications for mode converter design in future applications.

Figure 2.15: FDTD calculated (black) and quasioptically approximated (red) TM1-mode
power coupling coefficients as a function of mirror tilt angle.
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Figure 2.16: FDTD calculated power coupling coefficient to the TM2 mode at the
frequencies and angles indicated. Circles are FDTD calculated data points; lines are a
guide to the eye.

The figures above allow comparison among the previously developed methods for
treating a tilted mirror. In each case, the quasioptical approximation predicts a lesser
magnitude of coupling than the FDTD method. However, the quasioptical method likely
underestimates the magnitude of the coupling as it completely neglects the tangential
components of the electric field introduced by the tilted interface. Despite this omission,
at lower frequencies and small tilt angles the method yields very similar results to the
more time consuming FDTD calculation. The FDTD calculations likely overestimate the
coupling coefficient due to the quantization of space, and the necessarily staggered
representation of a tilted mirror. This staggered interface likely causes excessive mode
conversion when compared to a smooth interface. Thus, the actual coupling coefficient is
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considered to lie between the black and red lines plotted for the two methods at the
indicated frequencies. Note that the form of the curves is similar for both methods.
Finally, if we substitute the frequencies in Figure 2.15 into equation (2-19) we
arrive at mirror tilt angles (for maximum coupling) of 21, 13, and 10 degrees for 2.25,
3.5, and 4.25 THz, respectively. If we compare these values to the curves in Figure 2.15
we can see that the actual mirror tilt angle for maximum coupling is somewhat higher in
all cases shown than that predicted by equation (2-19). Nevertheless, equation (2-19)
provides a quick method for determining a mirror tilt angle resulting in maximum
coupling from the TEM to the TM1-mode. If we divide the angle calculated by equation
(2-19) by a factor of ten we have a rule of thumb angle to keep fabrication tolerances
below to minimize mode conversion. Subsequent, more time consuming, calculations
may be performed to arrive at a more precise angle for maximum coupling as well as
determining the amplitude of the coupling for intentionally fabricated tilted mirrors.
Thus, all three of the methods presented show utility for determining higher-order mode
coupling properties of tilted quasioptical elements in a parallel plate waveguide.
A final note is in order regarding the FDTD simulation. Errors may arise due to
the geometric representation of boundary conditions by square elements or a host of
numerical effects. The choice of the small 0.5 µm grid size was made to accurately
represent the device geometry. However, the FDTD simulation described above was
recalculated using smaller grid elements of 0.25 µm for a 5 degree tilted mirror to
improve the representation of the actual device geometry. The recalculated coupling
coefficients varied by less than 3% of the values shown in Figure 2.15-Figure 2.16. The
required calculation time increased from ~8 hours to ~48 hours per calculated tilt angle.
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Furthermore, by using the low value of 0.125 for the numerical stability factor in the
simulation, numerical dispersion was minimized. The numerically induced variation in
phase velocity under these parameters had a magnitude of <<0.02, and no results were
cited that required this degree of accuracy for the phase velocity.
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The Effect of Incorporated Gaps
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y
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Figure 2.17: Parallel plate waveguide with integrated 2D mirror. The effects of including
a gap of width d between the mirror and guide plate are approximated by considering the
gap to be a thin section of parallel plate guide.

As our guiding layer may be fabricated from discrete quasioptical elements, we are also
interested in the effects of gaps between the plates and optical elements. We may model
the unintentional incorporation of a gap between a 2D mirror and the layer plates as a
waveguide junction formed by a widely spaced guide to a smaller guide. The crosssection of such a junction is shown in Figure 2.17. The power incident on the reflecting
surface is given by the cross-product of the electric and magnetic fields of the TEMmode, resulting in:
2

A b
Pi = z i
2η

(2-27)

The magnitude of the electric field transmitted at the discontinuity is given by:
d

1
At = ∫ Ei ( y; z = 0)dy
d0

(2-28)

which is also |Ai|, as in [44]. The power transmitted in the smaller guide is therefore:
2

A d
Pt = z i
2η
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(2-29)

We may now say that the reflected power from a perfect mirror with an incorporated gap
is the difference between the incident power and that transmitted through the gap, which
reduces to:
⎛ d⎞
Pr = Pi ⎜ 1 − ⎟
⎝ b⎠

(2-30)

The mirror loss due to the incorporation of gaps between the mirror and plates is then
approximately the ratio of the gap width to the plate spacing.
An alternative way of viewing this problem is as a junction between two
transmission lines, as depicted in Figure 2.18. The step discontinuity affects only the
electric field of the input excitation, resulting in TM-mode coupling between the two
guides. For simplicity we assume that the plate spacing and bandwidth of interest is
chosen such that only the dominant TEM-mode may propagate in each guide. As the
electric field is continuous across the boundary, the discontinuity is equivalent to a shunt
capacitive susceptance, jB. The equivalent transmission line circuit is depicted in Figure
2.18. Collin has calculated first-order and corrected approximations to the value of this
susceptance [46, p600, prob. 8.2]. However, the result of this treatment is that the
susceptance is linear in frequency, resulting in a linearly frequency dependent phase shift
for all frequencies for the reflected pulse. Thus, the reflected pulse is simply a timeshifted version of the incident wave whose magnitude has been reduced by some factor.
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Zo1=1

jB

Zo2=d/b

Figure 2.18: Equivalent transmission line circuit for PPWG incorporating a small gap
between the guide plate and mirror surface.

Using the equivalent transmission line above with the formulas obtained in the
reference, we may determine the reflective properties of the junction via standard
transmission line techniques. Assuming a gap width of d=3 µm and terminating the
second line with a matched load, we arrive at a frequency independent reflection
coefficient with a magnitude of 0.94 in amplitude, or ~89% in power. This method
predicts such a mirror to be 8% less reflective than that predicted by equation (2-30).
The phase shift associated with this reflection is frequency independent at -180 degrees.
While both of these methods are approximate, they do give us insight into the nature of
reflection from 2D mirror with a small gap between the element and plates. In particular,
that the effects are expected to be frequency independent, attenuating the reflected pulse a
factor on the order of the ratio of the gap width to plate spacing. As will be shown in a
subsequent treatment, realistic gaps, on the order of a few microns between the mirrors
and plates, are predicted to be significantly higher sources of loss than the finite
conductivity of the metal mirrors and guide plates. In practice, gaps between the mirrors
and guide plates appear to be the most critical fabrication concern.
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Minimum Quasioptic Size
wz
2R

w0
2f

Figure 2.19: 2D TEM-mode integrated optical structure consisting of two confocal
parabolic mirrors. A minimum beam waist w0 is present between the elements, the spot
size at a distance from the minimum waist is wz (shown at the mirror location), the
elements are spaced by twice the focal length f, and the mirror clear aperture radius is R.

In order to maximize the efficiency of point-to-point coupling we would like to design a
2D quasioptical system such that the beam at all points within the system is smaller than
the smallest aperture in the system. We now briefly consider our 2D structures in the
context of Gaussian beam theory.

As with conventional quasioptical systems, our

integrated system must be made of confocal quasioptical elements in order to function
with minimum frequency dependence. Confocality of the quasioptical elements requires
that a beam waist (radius), w0, be present at the midpoint between any two focusing
optics. We may determine the constraints on quasioptic transverse extent as in Ref. [34]
by rearranging equation (2.32b) in Ref. [33] for this special case and simplifying by
completing the square,
w02 =

1 2
1 4 ⎛λf ⎞
wz ±
wz − ⎜
⎟
2
4
⎝ π ⎠
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2

(2-31)

where w0 is the minimum beam waist (1/e half-width), f is the focal length of the optic
and wz is the beam waist at a distance from the minimum waist, presumed to be the
aperture location. Our aperture radius should be chosen to minimize diffraction, and we
can arbitrarily set its value. We will set its value to R = 3wz . In this case, the radius of
the lens/mirror clear aperture is three times that of the 1/e beam waist, and the magnitude
of the incident field at the aperture is <0.01% of the peak field. Now, in order for wo to
have real solutions with this value of R substituted into Equation (2-31),
R≥3

2λ f

π

,

(2-32)

which defines either the minimum quasioptic clear aperture half-width, R, in terms of λ
and f, or focal length given λ and R. Furthermore, we can say that there is a wavelength
associated with these two optics corresponding to the maximum wavelength (lowest
frequency) still allowing a real value for w0 in (2-31). This wavelength is given by,

λdiff

R 2π
=
.
18 f

(2-33)

We will call this wavelength a “diffraction wavelength.” It represents a wavelength
longer than which losses due to aperturing effects are expected. The physical size of
integrated quasioptics are therefore limited by other parameters of the system. Equation
(2-32) allows us to determine the transverse extent of our quasioptics given that we can
supply a diffraction wavelength and focal length. We can see from this equation that
there are only two ways to reduce the transverse extent of the incorporated quasioptics
without introducing excess losses: to place the optics more closely together necessitating
the use of shorter focal length optics, or by lowering the diffraction wavelength. Figure
2.20 illustrates the dependence of the aperture width (2R) on both frequency and focal
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length. From these plots of (2-32) it is clear that diffraction frequency and focal length
are competing processes for minimizing the optical aperture width. From the figure it is
also clear that for quasioptical elements not to suffer significant effects due to diffraction,
their size must be on the order of several millimeters.

λdiff @ 1 THz

2f =50 mm

Figure 2.20: Minimum aperture full width: vs cutoff frequency for 2f=50 mm (solid line,
lower axis) and vs 2f (dashed line, upper axis) for λdiff @ 1 THz. The aperture width
must lie on or above on of these curves.
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Summary
This chapter has proposed several design considerations for the development of a
planar THz bandwidth guiding structure incorporating two-dimensional quasioptical
elements. The layer supports TEM-mode propagation, unlike all other platforms for
integrated (quasi)optics. In this mode, standard quasioptical techniques may be used to
analyze the propagating radiation and quasioptical interactions within the structure. This
fact is the result of the elimination of the quantized ky component of the wave vector by
considering the TEM-mode. The practical concerns affecting plate spacing, angularity of
incorporated quasioptical elements, the effect of gaps, and the transverse extent of the
elements have been considered. A set of design curves and equations were generated to
facilitate rapid 2D quasioptical system design relating plate spacing, absorption loss, and
dispersion. Together these considerations form a new preliminary set of tools for the
development of planar quasioptical systems. The graphs and equations of this chapter
may be used to quickly determine the required geometries for approximate system
performance.

Chapter 3 experimentally demonstrates and examines several 2D

quasioptical elements.
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Chapter 3
Demonstration of 2D TEM-mode Quasioptics
In this chapter two-dimensional quasioptical elements are demonstrated within an
ultrahigh bandwidth TEM-mode guiding structure in the THz regime. The so-called THz
interconnect layer guides sub-ps THz bandwidth pulses in both dimensions transverse to
the direction of propagation. It does so by incorporating 2D quasioptical elements within
a sub-wavelength spaced parallel metal plate structure. While the concept is similar to
other integrated optical techniques, the TEM-mode guiding structure demonstrated here
exhibits negligible dispersion, ease of fabrication, low-loss, and easy maintenance of the
TEM-guided mode. These features make the layer quantitatively unique from other
integrated optical guiding structures, as demonstrated in the previous chapter.

By

incorporating optical elements within a TEM-mode guiding structure, the THz
interconnect layer forms a configurable THz bandwidth TEM-mode planar interconnect
with low loss and negligible GVD. The layer also exhibits the unique potential to be
directly optoelectronically excited by the PPT transmitter described in subsequent
chapters.

The direct excitation of the layer is a key step for point-to-point

communication utilizing the structure to be realized. Portions of the data and theory
contained in this chapter have been previously published [48,49].
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Figure 3.1: Standard THz-TDS arrangement with device under test (DUT) placed at the
confocal beam waist between two off-axis parabolic mirrors.

As described by Gallot and Grischkowsky for previous THz waveguide studies,
excitation for the THz interconnect layer was provided by quasioptically coupling to a
beam of freely propagating THz radiation in a standard THz-TDS arrangement [6]. The
specific test arrangement is described in Figure 3.1. The interconnect layer is placed in
the confocal beam waist between two off-axis parabolic mirrors. In the absence of an
interconnect layer the beam waist at this location is linearly frequency dependent, with a
waist diameter of approximately 9 mm at 1 THz.
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Figure 3.2: Exploded isometric drawing of PPWG incorporating four quasioptical flat
mirrors (not to scale).

The investigated interconnect consists of two relatively large (many cm) metal plates
separated from each other by 100 µm. This plate spacing was chosen as a compromise
for low-loss operation as shown by Figure 2.4, a low number of propagating modes in the
available bandwidth as shown by Figure 2.3, low dispersion as shown by Figure 2.5, and
ease of fabrication. Within this 100 µm-thick, dry-air filled layer, planar quasioptical
components may be placed to guide, collimate, focus, or diffract the propagating THz
TEM waves. The simplest possible intra-guide quasioptical component is a flat mirror.
In order to simplify the experimental arrangement as much as possible, and to determine
the effects of incorporating quasioptical elements within a sub-wavelength structure, the
first demonstration of the layer was made using four intra-guide flat mirrors.

The

investigated geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
For this experiment two externally identical parallel plate interconnects were
fabricated from 9.5 mm thick oxygen free Copper alloy 101 plate, machined to shape and
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polished by hand. The external dimensions of each structure were 100 mm in the zdirection, 76 mm in the x-direction, with a 19 mm overall height in the y-direction. Both
structures used 100 µm thick Copper alloy 110 shim stock to maintain the plate spacing,
and the same material was used for the integrated mirrors. As the layer is only 100 µm
thick, it is the edges of the shim stock that are used as the reflecting surfaces of the
integrated quasioptical elements. These mirrors were hand polished such that the edges
remained square with sharp corners and flat reflecting surfaces. This was done by careful
fabrication using specially designed polishing jigs specific to each set of mirrors. These
jigs helped to minimize any y-dependence for a given mirror, thereby minimizing the
potential for higher-order mode excitation. Device final cleaning and assembly was
performed in a cleanroom in order to minimize the incorporation of dust and
contaminants between the layer plates and the mirrors/shims.
Two interconnect structures were fabricated to facilitate measurement of the layer
absorption. The first interconnect incorporated no internal quasioptical elements and had
a straight through path length of 68 mm, depicted as path-1 in Figure 3.3. This structure
therefore functioned as a standard parallel-plate waveguide. The second interconnect had
a 146 mm guided path length, achieved by making four reflections from planar
quasioptical flat mirrors incorporated within the layer, illustrated as path-2 in Figure 3.3,
and depicted in the isometric drawing of Figure 3.2. Because the two interconnect
structures were externally identical, the positions of their included silicon lenses relative
to the confocal beam waist of the THZ-TDS system did not change with the internal THz
path length.
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Figure 3.3: THz-TDS arrangement for determining the loss of the parallel plate structure
incorporating four reflections to a standard parallel plate guide. Path-1 illustrates the
68 mm straight path and Path-2 illustrates the 146 mm reflective path.

The interconnect layer, as fabricated above, was placed in the standard confocal
THz-TDS arrangement [10]. Inserting the interconnect layer also inserts two highresistivity silicon cylindrical lenses into the beam path. These lenses are 15 mm in the xdirection, 10 mm in the y-direction, and have a thickness of 6.56 mm with a radius of
curvature of 5 mm. The 6.56 mm lens height has empirically been determined to exhibit
the best quasioptical coupling to the interconnect layer of available silicon lenses. The
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planar portion of the lens was placed in contact with the interconnect structure. At the
foci of these lenses, the THz beam forms an elliptical spot. The spot has a frequency
independent minor axis with an approximate length of 200 µm and a frequency
dependent major axis with a length of 9 mm at 1 THz. The phase front presented to the
interconnect layer is assumed to be planar, with a polarization normal to the layer plates.
The amplitude profile of the beam is essentially uniform in the y-direction over the
spacing of the guide plates, and can be described as a Hermite-Gaussian in the xdirection.
The experimental investigation of the layer began by taking a reference pulse with
no interconnect or silicon lenses placed in the THz-TDS system. The 68 mm long
straight interconnect was then placed at the confocal THz beam waist with the cylindrical
lenses attached. The cylindrical lenses were adjusted to obtain a peak time domain signal
and several scans were taken. Multiple scans were taken to ensure system stability and
provide for noise reduction via averaging should it be necessary in post processing of the
data. The interconnect was removed and minor adjustments were made to the system to
maximize the signal again. The 146 mm interconnect layer incorporating four reflections
from 2D flat mirrors was then inserted at the confocal THz beam waist. The cylindrical
lenses were again adjusted to obtain a maximum peak signal and several scans were
subsequently taken. After interconnect removal, reference scans were again taken in
order to estimate the overall system stability. This process was developed and carefully
followed in order to assure maximum repeatability for the measured data. No alternate
methods were found that insured repeatability. The data displayed in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: THz pulses for (a) the standard THz-TDS arrangement with no interconnect
or lenses, (b) the 68 mm straight path, and (c) the 146 mm reflective path. FWHM
pulsewidths of the main peaks are indicated by arrows.

is taken from a single scan in each instance. However, each of these experiments was
repeated on three separate occasions to ensure reliability of the data. The agreement
between each of the three experiments is excellent.
By comparison of the time-domain data in Figure 3.4, we can see that the fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) pulse width of the main signal peak is broadened by
only 40 fs after 146 mm propagation through the interconnect layer including four
bounces from quasioptical flat mirrors. However, quoting the pulse broadening using
FWHM in this way is somewhat misleading. From pulse (a) in Figure 3.4 we can see that
there is pronounced temporal ringing in the measured THz field. This ringing is due to
dispersion in the GaAs transmitter die, which results in the pulse being positively
chirped.

That is, the higher frequencies are arriving later in time than the lower
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frequency components comprising the main peak. It is evident from the pulses in (b) and
(c) that the higher frequencies, that is those portions of the pulse arriving later in time, are
experiencing a proportionally higher loss than the lower frequencies. This phenomenon
is particularly evident in the scaled spectra of Figure 3.5.

This loss is due to the

frequency dependent absorption of the interconnect layer which is described below.
While describing the pulse broadening in terms of that observed for the main peak is
potentially misleading, it is the standard method used in the literature and will be used
throughout this document.

Figure 3.5: Scaled amplitude spectra corresponding to the time domain scans in Figure
3.4(a-c). The scaling factors are indicated in the figure.
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Layer Absorption
The absorption of the interconnect layer may be determined by standard linear
system analysis. The transfer function of the TEM-mode of the interconnect layer can be
written in the temporal frequency domain as:

Eout (ω ) = Eref (ω )TCxC y R 4 e− j ( kz L − k0 d ) e −α L
2

(3-1)

where Eout(ω) and Eref(ω) are the complex spectral components at angular frequency ω for
the output (measured) and reference electric fields respectively, T is the amplitude
transmission coefficient accounting for the Fresnel reflections from the cylindrical lens
surfaces, Cx is the coupling coefficient in the x-direction which is assumed to be 100% at
the input and therefore is not squared. Cy is the coupling coefficient in the y-direction. R
is the amplitude reflectivity of the individual 2D interconnect mirrors, set to unity for the
straight path.

L is the guided wave path length in the interconnect and d is the

corresponding free space path length with the interconnect removed. α is the layer
amplitude attenuation constant, kz is the phase constant and k0 = (2π/λ), where λ is the
free space wavelength.
Applying Eq. (3-1) to the straight path (path-1) and reflective path (path-2) data
separately and taking the absolute value of their complex ratio, we obtain an expression
for an effective amplitude absorption coefficient, αeff, that depends on the ratio of the
measured electric fields, which include the effect of the coupling in the x-direction and
the reflectivity of the four mirrors:
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α eff =

E
1
ln out 2 .
( L1 − L2 ) Eout1

(3-2)

where L1 corresponds to path-1 (68 mm) and L2 corresponds to path-2 (146 mm). The
measured effective absorption from Equation (3-2) is shown as open circles in Figure 3.6.
The data used is the average of data taken from three separate experiments.

The

measured effective absorption may be compared to that expected for the TEM-mode of a
parallel plate waveguide with no internal quasioptical elements.

The theoretical

absorption coefficient for the TEM-mode of an air filled parallel plate waveguide is,
0.5
7
⎛
⎞
−3 ⎡ 10 ⎤
⎜10.88 x10 ⎢
⎟
⎥
⎜
⎣ σλ0 ⎦ ⎟⎠
⎝
[ref. 45]
α=
η0 b

(3-3)

where η0 is the wave impedance of free space (η0=(µ0/ε0)1/2 ~ 377 Ω ), b is the plate
separation (100 µm), and σ is the conductivity of copper (5.8x107 Ω-1m-1).

The

theoretical absorption of (3-3) for a parallel plate waveguide is plotted as a solid line in
Figure 3.6 for comparison.

The measured effective absorption coefficient is in

reasonable agreement with previous parallel plate waveguide data, even though it
includes the four reflections and the Cx coupling losses due to the non-confocality of the
system with the interconnect layer installed. The smoothness of the curve indicates
negligible loss due to mode conversion. When this data is compared to that obtained for
long lengths of PPWG in [11], we consider the reflectivity of the incorporated mirrors to
approach unity, thereby confirming the efficacy of our TEM-mode integrated
quasioptical approach.
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Figure 3.6: Measured absorption spectrum of the interconnect layer incorporating four
reflections with no correction for spreading along the x-axis.

Compared to the minimum loss of the parallel-plate waveguide as calculated from
(3-3), the measured excess loss can be attributed to several potential mechanisms: First,
the coupling coefficient Cx was not removed from the measured data. In previous
experiments the transmitter and receiver sensitivity patterns were considered to be
identical, and the Cx coupling coefficient was calculated based on standard Gaussian
beam mode theory. Under this assumption, we plot the corrected curve as Figure 3.7
below. This figure may be compared to the absorption spectrum published in [11]. It
should be noted that the guide in the referenced work was 10 percent thinner than the
guide demonstrated above and its absorption should therefore be higher.
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Figure 3.7: Measured absorption spectrum for the reflective interconnect corrected for
spreading along the x-axis.

A second source of excess loss could be due to the fabrication of the interconnect
layer. Some loss is expected as the structure likely has gaps of several microns between
the plates and the mirror edges, allowing leakage of the guided mode, as described in
Chapter 2. However, significant efforts were made to reduce this effect. As a possible
third source of excess loss, the skin depth of copper at the frequencies of interest is
approximately 100 nm. Scratches and pits in the layer plates that are significant when
compared to the skin depth may lead to an additional frequency dependent loss.
While previously neglected, we will briefly consider the reflectivity of the copper
mirrors used within the layer. In this case the plane of incidence of the quasioptical
element is parallel to the plane of the layer plates, with the polarization perpendicular to
this plane. It is assumed here that the reflectivity of the incorporated mirrors is the same
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as that in free space. For good conductors, we may assume that the permittivity of a
metal is purely imaginary and is given by the equation
1.8 ×109
εm = − j
f GHz ρ

(3-4)

where fGHz is the frequency of interest in GHz, and ρ is the resistivity of the metal used in
units of 10-8 Ωm, taken as 1.72. We may determine the reflectivity of the mirror using
the above equation in:

rperp

(ε
=
(ε

− sin 2 θ i ) − cos θ i
0.5

m

2
+ cosθ i
m − sin θ i )
0.5

(3-5)

where θi is the angle of incidence of the impinging THz beam [33]. In this case, the angle
of incidence is taken as 45 degrees. The calculated amplitude reflectance spectrum under
these conditions is presented in Figure 3.8. Note that as θi is increased to 90 degrees the
reflectivity of the mirror goes to 100%.
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Figure 3.8: Calculated reflectance spectrum of a polished oxygen free copper surface
with a 45 degree angle of incidence.

The figure illustrates that the loss from a single reflection at the frequencies of interest is
negligible when compared to the absorption of even a short length of guide or that
predicted for a gap between the mirror and plates on the order of 1 µm. However, the
reflectivity of the mirrors will require further consideration for systems incorporating
numerous reflections. Considering that the absorption data measured above includes 4
reflections at 45 degrees, the measured data of Figure 3.7 is essentially unaffected.
However, if the correction for mirror reflectivity were made, the corrected loss would
more closely resemble the theoretical prediction.
A possible fifth source of excess loss is due to the conductivity of metals at the
frequencies of interest. It is mentioned in the literature that metals at these frequencies
are often measured to be several times more resistive than at DC [33]. As it was the DC
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value of resistivity used to determine absorption, this phenomenon could be a primary
source of discrepancy between the predicted and measured values.
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Figure 3.9: Scanning THz system utilizing a fiber-coupled bare-die receiver for mapping
the focusing action of a 2D circular mirror. Diagram is not to scale.

This section demonstrates a planar circular reflective quasioptical focusing
element incorporated within the interconnect layer. This element is expected to act as a
thin lens for the guided radiation in the layer. The experimental arrangement used here is
not the typical confocal THz-TDS arrangement used from previous demonstrations.
Instead, a technique demonstrated by Reiten et al. to map a THz beam using an optical
fiber-coupled THz receiver is used [50].
The experimental arrangement used to measure the focusing action of the
integrated circular mirror is depicted in Figure 3.9. The receiver may be translated in the
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xy-plane without changing the relative timing of the system, thereby mapping the spatial
variation of the output electric field. The demonstrated 2D reflective optics are placed in
a parallel plate copper structure measuring 56 mm x 56 mm x 19 mm overall height. The
THz beam is coupled into and out of the parallel plate structure by 6.56 mm height
silicon cylindrical lenses identical to those used in previous experiments. The reflective
elements are fabricated from the same 100 µm thick copper alloy 110 shim stock as in the
previous case. Two identical test structures were fabricated, each containing a different
2D integrated quasioptical element. The first, or reference, element was simply a flat
reflector angled at 45 degrees to the input beam. The second element was a circular
mirror with a radius of 100 mm.

A circular geometry was used for simplicity in

fabrication of a polishing jig of the same shape. The two configurations are depicted
simultaneously in Figure 3.9 although only one element was used per experiment. Ray
tracing shows that the focus of the circular mirror lies near the output surface of the
output cylindrical lens. Figure 3.10 below depicts the ray-tracing of the circular mirror
for a collimated beam with an input waist corresponding to the calculated beam waist at
1 THz. Refraction at the silicon lens surfaces is not considered.
With either test structure in place, the receiver was translated along a line
containing the output aperture of the structure to determine the electric field amplitude at
the device output. The measurement line lay approximately 5 mm from the output silicon
lens face. A reference scan was obtained by placing the test structure containing the flat
reflector in the beam. The spatiotemporal relationship of the field was obtained by taking
a time-domain scan of the electric field for each increment of receiver translation along
the x-axis. The measured data is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.11. Data was
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Figure 3.10: Overall focusing mirror test structure depicting the transverse extent of the
guiding structure, silicon cylindrical lenses, and 2D focusing mirror. Ray tracing is
shown to determine the location of the output focal spot. The test structure geometry is
56 mm square.

recorded for only half of the actual spatial field dependence along the x-axis due to the
large size of the output beam. To obtain the overall beam profile shown in the figure, the
image was reflected about the beam center. Thus, we have made the inherent assumption
that the beam profile is symmetric along this axis. This assumption should be valid for
the simple flat reflecting surface considered. The focusing action of the circular mirror
was then measured in a similar manner and the measured results are shown in the right
panel of Figure 3.11. In this case the data shown is the entire measurement with no
assumptions regarding symmetry. The two scales are one to one only in time. Note that
the extent of the distance axis for the circular mirror is compressed to half that of the
reference pulse.
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Figure 3.11: Measured spatio-temporal field patterns for the 45 degree flat mirror (left)
and circular focusing mirror (right). Due to spatial sampling limits the beam pattern from
the flat mirror has been reflected about the line y=0 mm.

The 1/e measured beam diameters for each pulse may be obtained from the
figures above.

It should be noted that this measurement is not made at a single

frequency, but for the entire sampled field. The measured diameters are 7.3 mm for the
flat mirror and 3.0 mm for the circular mirror. These measurements clearly show the
spatial compression of the field, resulting in an image with an increased signal to noise
ratio. We may also determine the FWHM pulsewidth at the center of each beam for both
configurations. The measured FWHM pulsewidths are 720 fs for the unfocused case and
540 fs for the focused case. The individual pulses, corresponding to the center of each
beam, are shown in Figure 3.12 normalized to their own maxima and offset from one
another for clarity. The measured pulsewidths are significantly longer than those in
previous measurements due to the use of the fiber coupled receiver without an attached
silicon lens.
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Figure 3.12: Temporal scan along the beam centers illustrating the increased signal-tonoise and decreased pulsewidth of the THz beam when focused by the circular mirror.
The flat mirror curve is multiplied by 5.

Analyzing the spatiotemporal data above by performing a discrete Fourier
transform on the time-domain portion of the data, we may examine the spatial
dependence of the field at specific frequencies. The measured beam profiles at various
frequencies for the flat and circular mirrors are depicted in Figure 3.13. The measured
1/e waist diameters for the circular mirror are 3.44, 2.55, 1.81, and 2.19 mm at 0.51, 0.76,
1.0, and 1.28 THz respectively. These measured values may be compared to those
expected by theory.
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Figure 3.13: Measured beam profiles for the flat (diamonds) and circular (dots) mirrors at
the frequencies indicated compared with those predicted by Fourier theory (solid line) for
the circular mirror.

We may predict the focal spot size of the beam by first calculating the input beam
waist diameters to the test structure. The expected input waist diameters are 17.8, 11.9,
8.9, and 7.1 mm for 0.51, 0.76, 1.0, and 1.28 THz respectively. However, we consider
the actual beam presented to the structure to be the product of this (fundamental)
Gaussian profile and the 15 mm rectangular aperture function introduced by the finite
length of the input silicon cylindrical lens. For simplicity, we assume that the circular
mirror functions as a thin lens. It can be shown that such an element produces the
complex spatial Fourier transform of an input placed at its front focal plane at the back
focal plane of the lens [35]. Therefore, we may calculate the magnitude of the complex
spatial Fourier transform of the assumed input field and compare the results to the
measurements in the figure. The solid lines in Figure 3.13 are obtained by taking the
spatial Fourier transform of the apertured input beam described above. The focal length
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of the planar optic used in this calculation is fixed at 38 mm for all frequencies, which is
the value determined from ray tracing. The discrepancy at lower frequencies may be due
to the significant aberrations of a circular surface for a wide, off-axis input beam.
The preceding measurements demonstrate that 2D curved reflective quasioptical
elements may be effectively used as focusing elements within the interconnect layer. The
incorporation of such elements within the layer introduces no measurable undesirable
effects, while serving to concentrate and steer the beam within the guiding structure. No
special considerations are made in determining the focusing action of the integrated
element, and their behavior is well described by the standard free space techniques used.
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Plano-Spherical Lens and Double Slit Elements
In addition to the flat and curved mirrors described in the preceding sections,
transmissive and diffractive 2D quasioptical elements have also been demonstrated,
although the experimental demonstration was not performed by the author of this
dissertation [49]. The full details of the experiment are described in the reference, and a
brief description follows:
The parallel plate test structure for these experiments was identical to that used to
demonstrate the focusing action of the 2D mirror above. However, due to the use of the
transmissive optical elements, the measurement could be made in a simpler fashion. The
experimental setup for these measurements is described in Figure 3.14, where the test
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Figure 3.14: THz-TDS arrangement for measuring the focusing action of a 2D LDPE
lens. The test structure is 56 mm square (diagram not to scale).
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structure is placed at the confocal beam waist of a standard THz-TDS system. In this
case the 2D optical element is a 146 µm thick low-density polyethylene (LDPE) lens.
The lens is plano-convex, with a radius of 26.4 mm. The lens measures 41 mm in the xdirection and 10 mm in the z-direction.

The focal length of this lens is 51.8 mm,

measured from the second (back) principle plane of the lens. This plane lies 3.4 mm to
the right of the vertex of the curved lens input, placing the lens focus 0.8 mm inside the
test structure output. The test structure output lies at the focus of a silicon spherical lens.
The focal region of this lens forms the measurement plane of the system. Due to the long
Rayleigh range of the beam at the frequencies of interest, the measurement plane and
focal line of the 2D lens are considered to overlap with one another. The results of the
predicted and measured results of the focusing action of the LDPE lens are shown in
Figure 3.15 below.

Figure 3.15: Measured beam profiles at the frequencies indicated (open circles) and that
predicted by Fourier theory (solid line). The theory used in the published paper is shown
as the dashed line.
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Here the data (open circles) has been fit using the spatial Fourier transform of the
input field patterns (solid lines), which are assumed to be the product of fundamentalmode Gaussians and a 12 mm hard aperture function. The 12 mm hard aperture is a
physical aperture in the particular experimental arrangement used. The Fourier transform
technique assumes a thin lens with a focal length of 51.8 mm, effectively moving the
location of the input field pattern to the back principle plane of the actual thick lens. The
method used in the published paper corresponding to this work, which is the result of a
polynomial method presented by Urey [51], are plotted as dashed lines for reference. The
variation between measured and predicted results is likely due to a combination of
effects. However, considering that the measurement is made by translating the 2D lens,
the variation is expected to be primarily the result of comatic aberration and uncertainty
in the index of refraction of the thin LDPE sheeting [52]. Indeed ray-tracing of the
experimental geometry by the first author of [49] indicates that comatic aberration of our
experimental arrangement is significant.
The same 2D quasioptical arrangement described above was also used to
demonstrate a 2D diffractive structure. Two semi-infinite metal slits were affixed to the
stationary input cylindrical lens. The slits were 1 mm wide and spaced by 3 mm, centerto-center. The test structure containing the LDPE lens was incrementally translated in
order to measure the diffraction pattern at the device output. The measured data at
1.5 THz along with that predicted by the Fourier transform (solid line) and the simple
uniform plane wave illumination calculation of the published article (dashed line) are
presented in Figure 3.16 below. Again the variation between theory and experiment are
attributed to a combination effects.
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Figure 3.16: Measured 2-slit diffraction pattern at 1.5 THz (open circles) and that
predicted by Fourier theory (solid line). The uniform planewave theory used in the
published article is depicted as the dashed line.

Thus, 2D reflective, transmissive, and diffractive quasioptical elements have been
individually demonstrated to function within the interconnect layer in a manner well
described by their 3D equivalents in free space. These demonstrations provide the
foundation for more complex TEM-mode guiding structures to be realized should
appropriate fabrication techniques be developed. Moreover, if an integrated source and
detector are developed for use within the layer, a completely integrated and confocal
planar point-to-point system would be possible. Subsequent chapters will describe efforts
to develop such a source.
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Summary
In the preceding two chapters a new method of coupling THz pulses from a source to
detector was experimentally investigated. The planar THz TEM-mode interconnect layer
containing 2D integrated quasioptics has shown unprecedented performance for a THz
guiding structure. The individual demonstrations are the first of their kind for TEMmode integrated optical elements at any frequency.

This technology guides

ultrabroadband THz pulses in the TEM-mode for significant path lengths after multiple
quasioptical interactions. The absorption losses of this layer are less than twice the
theoretically expected value for a parallel plate waveguide with the same plate spacing.
A curved two-dimensional reflective quasioptical element has been shown to spatially
compress the electric field within the interconnect layer, working as a thin lens in free
space. Incorporated transmissive and diffractive quasioptical elements have likewise
been demonstrated to function as their free space 3D counterparts.

All of these

quasioptical elements maintain the TEM-mode of the guiding structure, working as their
3D counterparts in free space. The demonstrated interconnect layer and the incorporated
2D quasioptical elements push the envelope of guiding structure technology to allow for
low-loss TEM-mode propagation of sub-ps pulses for significant lengths after multiple
quasioptical interactions.

The devices demonstrated above can be considered as

components of a 2D optical table and may be analyzed with standard optical treatments.
Now that several passive components of this high-performance guiding structure have
been demonstrated, the emphasis of this document will be shifted to the incorporation of
active devices within the same structure.
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Chapter 4
Parallel Plate THz Source Demonstration and
Characterization

This chapter describes a new class of ultrafast THz source, called the parallel plate
Terahertz transmitter, or PPT transmitter/source.

As the name implies, this source

consists of two parallel metal plates separated by a semiconductor. A representative
device is depicted in Figure 4.1. The PPT transmitter was conceived in an attempt to
integrate an ultrafast THz source within the 2D TEM-mode interconnect layer described
in previous chapters. This source represents the next step in guided wave point-to-point
communication at THz frequencies within the 2D TEM-mode interconnect structures
described in previous chapters. This device is intended to be a powerful source of direct
optoelectronic excitation of TEM-mode guided waves. This chapter describes the first
experimental demonstration and characterization of the PPT transmitter.
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Figure 4.1: Example PPT source made from semi-insulating Gallium Arsenide.

At first glance this chapter might appear as a bit of a digression from the topic of
two-dimensional TEM-mode quasioptics. However, the experiments described herein are
the first attempt at generating TEM-mode THz radiation for the express purpose of pointto-point all guided wave communication at these frequencies. While one other guided
wave THz transmitter has been recently demonstrated, it has not yet been characterized
[53,54]. The source described in subsequent pages is characterized using the standard
THz-TDS arrangement. Ideally the source would be demonstrated entirely within the
new guiding structure. However, a detector of guided wave radiation has not yet been
demonstrated or characterized. We therefore demonstrate the new transmitter in the
otherwise well-known THz-TDS system. The direct detection of the TEM-mode of the
guiding layer is demonstrated at the end of this chapter. This chapter is approached as a
collection of experimental observations attempting to carve out the parameter space of
the overarching theories. Comparisons are made to available theory and to standard
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devices whenever possible. Portions of the data contained in this chapter have been
previously published [55].

Die Manufacture
We first turn our attention to the fabrication of PPT transmitters. The general procedure
is as follows:
A 500µm thick semi-insulating <100> oriented GaAs (SI-GaAs) wafer is diced
into several large pieces, the typical geometry of these pieces is 10 mm x 20 mm x
500 µm.

The wafer piece is then mounted to an aluminum backplate using 7036

blanchard wax, a common semiconductor mounting wax. Several glass shims are also
bonded to the backing plate around the wafer piece using blanchard wax. These shims
are of a uniform thickness, and allow the wafer piece to be thinned to a uniform thickness
as well. The wafer piece is thinned by hand using progressively finer grits of automotive
sandpaper and water or soapy water as a lubricant. The sandpaper is attached to a
laboratory grade granite tool flat. After thinning the GaAs piece to the appropriate
thickness, the wafer piece is polished using jeweler’s rouge and water. The process
leaves a highly polished finish, with minimal rounding of the wafer piece edges.
Throughout this work, all experimentally investigated devices have been thinned by
hand-polishing a single side. The hand polished side is used as the device cathode and
the device anode side has an as received high-polish. The entire polishing and thinning
process may potentially be bypassed if a thin polished wafer is purchased.
After thinning, the wafer piece is removed from the backing plate using room
temperature acetone. After removal, the wafer piece may cleaned in a cleanroom via a
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standard GaAs cleaning process, or the same cleaning process may be used outside of a
cleanroom. Device performance does not appear to be adversely affected by processing
outside of a cleanroom. For the specific GaAs cleaning process used, the wafer piece is
placed in a series of baths beginning with 65°C (boiling) Ensolv for 5 minutes per side.
The wafer piece is then transferred to room temperature acetone for 5 minutes per side,
and then to room temperature methanol for 5 minutes per side. Any oxide present on the
surface is then removed in a room temperature 1:40 volume ratio of 12M hydrochloric
acid to water solution for 2 minutes per side. The wafer piece is then dried with dry
nitrogen. Within 30 minutes of the deoxidation process, the wafer is plasma etched for
30-45 minutes per side in 200 mtorr of forming gas (5% H/95% Ar) with 200 W of RF
power. After plasma etching, the device is metallized in a thermal evaporator with
nominally 100 nm of titanium and 400 nm of aluminum on both sides.

After

metallization, the wafer piece is bonded to a silicon substrate using blanchard wax, and
diced to size using a semiconductor dicing saw.
After dicing, the individual dice (chips) are separated from the substrate and
cleaned in room temperature acetone. Typical die geometries are 5 mm x 900 µm x
120 µm. While the diced edges of the PPT transmitter are generally not as smooth as
cleaved facets along crystallographic planes, atomic force microscopy of the diced edges
shows that surface peak to peak roughness is less than 200 nm. Therefore, the diced edge
structure is not expected to significantly affect the propagating THz frequencies.
However, throughout this work deleterious effects were observed when the device edges
became excessively chipped or jagged.
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Successful PPT source fabrication requires excellent metal adhesion to the
semiconductor. To date metallization has been applied via thermal evaporation and
electron beam evaporation. Substantially improved results were obtained through the use
of the E-beam evaporator, although only a single experiment has been conducted [56].
Often, the applied metallization begins to fail due to poor adhesion during dicing. As the
dicing saw cuts the unpatterned metal and semiconductor, it often begins to lift the metal
from the semiconductor near the saw kerf. This process may occur locally, with the
metal delaminating from a region within approximately 50 µm from the kerf, or, upon
subsequent dicing, a majority of the applied metal may lift from many or all devices. The
extent of the effect appears to be dependent on surface preparation of the wafer,
conditions within the evaporator, and dicing techniques. Long duration plasma etching in
forming gas appears to increase the metal adhesion slightly.
The present failure rate for PPT sources with Ti/Al metallization is over 90
percent.

However, with more emphasis placed on forming highly adherent metal

coatings, this rate is expected to lessen substantially. Dicing (and cleaving) methods may
be examined in order to minimize their effects on metal delamination. Metal adhesion
might also be improved if the electrodes are annealed after evaporation but before dicing.
Putting fabrication issues aside, we may consider the individual PPT dice to exist in the
desired form and one may now assemble a PPT transmitter.

Transmitter Construction
To assemble a PPT transmitter, individual PPT dice are packaged in a parallel plate
aluminum structure serving as a heatsink, mechanical support, and providing electrical
contact to the device electrodes. This structure also provides a means to attach a high
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resistivity silicon collimating lens to the output face of the die.

A schematic

representation of this mounting structure, referred to as the PPT transmitter core, is
shown in Figure 4.2.
The subsequently attached silicon lens is large and fabricated from relatively
conductive high-resistivity Si material. Therefore, installing the lens places a relatively
low resistance in parallel with the very high PPT die resistance. It was determined early
in device development that the silicon lens must therefore be electrically isolated from
the bias electrodes. For a majority of this work, isolation was achieved by placing a
2.5 µm thick layer of Mylar between the lens and electrode structure. However, recent
experiments have been performed with electrical isolation achieved by thermally growing
a ~1 µm thick layer of silicon dioxide on the lens surface. There is no observable effect
on performance for either method of isolation. The PPT core assembly is installed in an
assembly of commercially available optomechanical hardware.

The assembled

transmitter is a complete unit containing a focusing lens for the laser excitation, a means
to independently translate the die/electrode structure and silicon lens, and a kinematic
baseplate such that the transmitter may be reliably and repeatedly placed in a THz-TDS
system. With the transmitter assembled, the PPT transmitter can be characterized in a
standard THz-TDS arrangement.
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Figure 4.2: PPT transmitter core illustrating the mounting structure and electrical
isolation of the silicon lens.

Experimental Demonstration
The PPT transmitter has been investigated in a variety of experimental arrangements.
This section describes some of the experiments undertaken and their results. The PPT
transmitter is shown to be capable of generating large THz signals, with varying spectra
under a variety of experimental conditions. Wherever possible the data is compared to
that from standard transmitters. Although the complex behavior of the PPT transmitter is
not fully understood, the experimental data offers clues to the true nature of its operation.

THz Generation via Photoconductive Switching
An original intent of implementing the PPT transmitter in a free space coupled
configuration was to increase the efficiency and/or the output power of the PPT relative
to the “F-chip” transmitter.

The PPT was only considered for photoconductively
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switched operation. This section examines the behavior of a biased PPT transmitter in a
standard THz-TDS arrangement, and compares it to that of the standard F-chip.

THz
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z

THz

Si Lens
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+

Transmitter
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Laser pulse

E/y
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Laser pulse
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Electrode/
Heatsink

Figure 4.3: THz-TDS arrangement for comparing the PPT and F-chip transmitters.

The transmitter was placed in a standard THz-TDS arrangement with a standard
LT-GaAs receiver. Figure 4.3 depicts the TDS system with the PPT transmitter installed.
The coplanar metallization of the receiver consisted of two 10 µm wide lines spaced by
30 µm, it is henceforth referred to as an LT-GaAs 10-30-10 receiver. All receivers used
in this work, regardless of transmission line spacing, have a symmetric dipole structure
with a 5 µm gap placed between the lines. The PPT transmitter was biased at 70 V and
excited with 150 mW of average laser power. The laser excitation spot formed an oval
with a major axis parallel to the PPT electrodes. The size of this spot was 230 µm by
15 µm, and the spot was placed near the device anode. In order for the F-chip transmitter
to be operated at acceptable current consumption levels, the excitation spot was reduced
to a 10 µm diameter circular spot.

This reduced spot limited the maximum laser
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excitation power to around 15 mW.

In this configuration the PPT transmitter was

compared to an F-chip transmitter.
Figure 4.4 compares the time-domain signals and spectra of the resultant THz
pulses. In this instance we can see that the peak THz signal amplitudes are roughly the
same for the two devices, at approximately 10.5 nA. However, using receivers optimal to
each transmitter, the maximum signals recorded in our labs for each type of transmitter
operating in photoconductively switched mode are 50 nA for the PPT transmitter and 20
nA for the F-chip. In obtaining the maximum signals a LT-GaAs 10-50-10 receiver was
used for the PPT transmitter, while a LT-GaAs 10-30-10 receiver was used for the Fchip.

The PPT transmitter is therefore shown to be a powerful source of freely

propagating THz radiation, and is comparable to standard, well-developed sources.
The PPT source is itself a short length of dielectric filled parallel plate waveguide.
As such, excitation of this device may be approximated by matching an excitation field of
finite extent, representing the laser spot (and generated photocurrent), to the guided
modes of the source die. This may be accomplished mathematically using the overlap
integral as in [57, p. 172]. The revealing point of this treatment is that for excitation near
the anode, all of the modes in the spectrum shown in the lower panel of Figure 4.4 are
excited. The dashed vertical lines in the figure indicate the first eight mode cutoff
frequencies in the source die. Some of the structure in the spectrum coincides with these
frequencies. However, due to the lack of beating phenomena in the spectrum, higherorder mode excitation in the source die appears as a loss process to the detected TEMmode.
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Were the PPT integrated with our 2D quasioptical structures, which are air-filled,
higher-order modes in the die would not cause detectable higher-order mode excitation in
the bulk air-filled guide. In our standard 100 µm thick guides the TM1 mode lies within
our spectrum, however, it is undetectable due to anti-symmetry. Therefore, even with
several excited modes in the PPT transmitter, we may consider only the TEM mode in the
context of our 2D optical table.

Figure 4.4: Measured THz pulses and corresponding spectra for the PPT (solid) and Fchip (dashed) sources under the conditions identified in the figure. The first 8 higher
order mode cutoff frequencies are depicted as dashed vertical lines.
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Despite comparable peak signal amplitudes in the experiment above, the two
transmitters exhibit significantly different output spectra, as shown in the lower panel of
Figure 4.4. This is tentatively attributed to two separate phenomena: the aforementioned
higher-order mode excitation in the transmitter itself and non-optimal optical coupling of
the PPT transmitter to the receiver. It should again be noted that the excitation power for
the PPT transmitter is 10 times that for the F-chip. This implies that the PPT transmitter
is in fact less efficient than the F-chip, despite a predicted increase due to bias field
improvement.

Figure 4.5: Peak measured THz signal vs. bias voltage for the PPT and F-chip
transmitters as the excitation powers indicated.

Signal vs. Applied Bias
In this experiment the THz signal amplitude and transmitter bias current were recorded as
a function of bias voltage for both the F-chip and PPT transmitters. We may say that the
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radiated THz power for a photoconductively switched transmitter is proportional to the
charge acceleration [58]. In the simplest approximation of ballistic carrier acceleration,
the acceleration is proportional to the bias electric field. Thus, the radiated THz power
should be a linear function of bias voltage. Figure 4.5 shows the peak THz signal
amplitude versus bias voltage for the PPT and F-chip transmitters at a constant excitation
power. The F-chip varies as expected, that is the peak THz signal is a linear function of
the applied bias voltage. However, the PPT transmitter is not so well behaved.
As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the generated signal versus bias voltage
characteristics of the F-chip transmitter are linear. This is expected where only the
acceleration of the carriers is affected by increasing voltage.

However, the PPT

transmitter is markedly nonlinear, hinting at the possibility of other parameters being
affected by bias voltage. While the origins of the nonlinearity are not well understood, at
least two possibilities exist. The nonlinearity of the curve may be due to a voltage
dependent coupling to the spectrum of guided modes within the PPT transmitter, and the
decreased sensitivity of the receiver to such modes. Voltage dependent mode coupling
might be due to a spatially varying bias field that is voltage dependent for the PPT
transmitter, which is likely due to space charge effects.
This curve might also reveal more subtle factors affecting the PPT source. That
is, the PPT transmitter appears to exhibit a threshold type behavior, occurring in this
instance at around 40 V. This behavior is similar to that observed by Ralph for the larger
coplanar devices he studied [59]. This threshold behavior was attributed to double
injection processes at the anode. However, it should be noted that in Ralph’s experiment
annealed Au/Ni/Ge ohmic contacts were used. If double injection processes in the PPT
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transmitter are responsible for the non-linearity of the THz vs. bias curve, one would
expect the concentrated bias field of the F-chip to produce similar behavior, but at lower
bias voltages, as the necessary fields for double injection at the anode to occur would be
present at lower voltages.

Signal vs. Excitation Power
Neglecting saturation effects, the number of photocarriers generated per laser pulse is
proportional to the incident laser pulse energy. We therefore expect a linear increase in
photocurrent, and hence generated THz, with increasing optical power. However, if we
incorporate absorption saturation at the excitation wavelength the generated signal versus
power curve should become nonlinear. For a two level system neglecting pulse repetition
rates and carrier lifetime in the short pulse limit, the number of carriers generated for a
single pulse is [60],
N p = N1 (1 − exp(−Γt / Γ s ) )

(4-1)

where N1 is the available number of carriers within the excitation volume in the valence
band, Γt is the total energy in the excitation pulse divided by the excitation area, or
excitation pulse fluence, and Γs is the material saturation fluence. Γs is a material
constant related to the absorption cross-section,
Γs =

hf
2σ a

(4-2)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.626 x 10-36 J·s), f is excitation frequency, and σa is the
absorption cross-section at the excitation wavelength. The saturation fluence for the
interband transition of GaAs is typically less than 50 µJ/cm2 [61]. Under the excitation
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conditions used in the experiment for each transmitter, the saturation fluences correspond
to an average laser power of 3.5 mW for the F-chip transmitter and 130 mW for the PPT
transmitter.
The excitation of our transmitters is achieved using a 90 MHz repetition rate
Ti:sapphire laser. The laser pulses therefore occur at 11.1 ns increments. This pulse
spacing is on the same order as the published approximate carrier lifetime of 10 ns in
GaAs [63]. As such, instead of the convenience of (4-1) we must monitor the relative
populations of the valence and conduction bands to determine an appropriate value for
Nt. The population of each level is described by the pair of differential equations:
dN1 − N p
N2
=
+
dt
τ rep τ recomb
dN 2 N p
N2
=
−
dt
τ rep τ recomb

(4-3)

where N1 and N2 are the populations of the ground and excited state, τrep is the reciprocal
of the laser repition rate, τrecomb is the carrier lifetime, and Np is described by equation (41).
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the THz signal vs. excitation power for the PPT and Fchip transmitter at a fixed bias voltage on log-linear and again on linear-linear scales.
From these curves it is again apparent that, at least under the operating conditions and
optical coupling used in these experiments, the PPT transmitter is significantly less
efficient than the F-chip. The PPT transmitter is saturating in the form of equation (4-1).
The same theory should be used to fit the behavior illustrated by the F-chip device.
However, the curve cannot be fit without floating a parameter. It should be noted that the
F-chip is operating at a much more saturated level than the PPT device. This fact may
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explain why the simple model of absorption saturation does not work for the F-chip. At
highly saturated levels, it may be more appropriate to consider bias field-screening
effects as a function of excitation power [62]. For the solid line shown in the figure,
which is a plot of equation (4-1), the laser excitation spot diameter was taken as 230 µm
x 8 µm and Γs was taken as 50 µj/cm2, the only floating parameter is a constant scaling
factor relating transmitter current to received signal current. The dashed line in these
figures is a plot of the expected signal saturation, by equations (4-3) when carrier lifetime
and pulse repetition rate are considered.

This curve approaches that predicted by

equation (4-1) for decreasing carrier lifetimes, indicating that our experimental carrier
lifetime could be significantly shorter than the expected value. A possible explanation
for a decreased carrier lifetime lies in the excitation edge structure. The edges of the PPT
device are cut from the parent wafer using a dicing saw. The cut surface is neither a
crystallographic plane nor a highly polished surface. Therefore, we expect a high number
of defects at the device edges, which could serve to lower the carrier lifetime. Clearly,
additional experimental work is required to fully understand the observed signal
saturation behavior.
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Figure 4.6: Peak measured THz signal vs. excitation power for the PPT (open) and F-chip
transmitters (solid). The solid line depicts the predicted behavior when saturation of the
interband transition is incorporated neglecting carrier lifetime under pulsed excitation.
The dashed line accounts for a 10 ns carrier lifetime (linear-log scale).

Figure 4.7: Peak measured THz signal vs. excitation power for the PPT (open) and Fchip transmitters (solid). The solid line depicts the predicted behavior when saturation of
the interband transition is incorporated neglecting carrier lifetime under pulsed excitation.
The dashed line accounts for a 10 ns carrier lifetime (linear-linear scale)
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Figure 4.8: Source bias current vs. excitation power for the F-chip and PPT transmitters
at the bias voltages indicated. (linear-log scale)

Figure 4.9: Source bias current vs. excitation power for the F-chip and PPT transmitters
at the bias voltages indicated. (linear-linear scale)
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Figure 4.8 and 4.9 plot the bias currents measured at the two sources during the
experiment depicted in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. Interestingly, while the PPT transmitter is not
as efficient as the F-chip in converting laser power to THz signal, it is much more
efficient in terms of bias current. Moreover, for both the PPT and F-chip transmitters,
there is a nonlinear relationship between bias current and measured THz signal. In
particular we note that for the PPT transmitter the detected THz signal is saturating as a
function of transmitter laser excitation power. However, the PPT transmitter bias current
appears to be a linear function of excitation power.

Operation via Optical Rectification
While the PPT transmitter was developed to be a photoconductively switched source,
significant signal amplitudes were observed from the device in the absence of a bias field.
Originally these signals were thought to originate from the acceleration of carriers in the
Schottky depletion region(s) of the device. This field is oriented in opposite directions as
in the case of the surface field, normal to each device electrode. Signal generation may
also be possible from a possible surface field related to the excitation surface. However,
several observations have discredited these possibilities.
The first observation simply acknowledges that optical rectification is not only
possible, but is expected for the PPT transmitter. For the PPT transmitter, recall that the
illuminated face of the GaAs has been diced from a <100> oriented wafer. The dicing
process therefore reveals a surface normal to the (100) plane. In general, this surface is
of a non-centrosymmetric electro-optic material and should therefore be expected to
produce a THz signal via optical rectification. In fact, if the wafer is diced (preferably
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cleaved) along the proper axis one may reveal the (110) plane, which has been previously
exploited for THz generation via optical rectification [64].
The second observation directly discredits the possibility of THz generation due
to the surface field (or Schottky depletion region) in the absence of a bias. Recall that the
surface or Schottky fields are oriented normal to the planes of the wafer surfaces. As
such, we expect two surfaces to contribute to the detected THz signal generated from
such fields. One component should be maximized near the anode metallization and the
second component should be maximized near the cathode metallization, in each instance
the field is polarized out of the surface. We therefore expect the bias field (and hence the
radiated THz) to be anti-symmetric, or dual lobed when examined as a function of
position between electrode surfaces. As will be shown in Figure 4.12, the generated
signal amplitude versus excitation position between the device electrodes is neither antisymmetric nor dual lobed as would be expected from identical but oppositely polarized
depletion fields. While the diced edge normal to the device electrodes could theoretically
also exhibit a surface field, radiation generated from this field would tend to produce a
standing wave between the transmitter plates. FDTD modeling of this type of excitation
predicts that the primary excited mode of the relevant polarization for the transmitter will
be the antisymmetric (and hence essentially undetectable) TM1-mode of the parallel plate
die. Lastly, if the excitation face were a true (110) crystallographic plane, it would
exhibit no surface field [65] from which to generate THz.
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Figure 4.10 Measured THz pulses and corresponding spectra for the PPT (solid) and
F-chip (dashed) transmitters under the conditions listed in the figure.

To experimentally investigate the origin of the signals obtained with no bias
voltage applied, the F-chip and PPT transmitters were investigated as in the
photoconductively switched experiment described previously, except no bias voltage was
used.

Figure 4.10 shows time and frequency-domain data for the F-chip and PPT

transmitters. The time-domain data for the F-chip is taken from the average of 9 scans.
The frequency domain data for the F-chip is multiplied by a factor of 20 to facilitate
comparison. The PPT data is unscaled data from a single scan. We can see that the
spectrum produced by the PPT transmitter is smoother and broader than for the biased
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case of the same transmitter shown in Figure 4.4. The increased signal bandwidth,
relative to the biased PPT transmitter, is consistent with the increase in bandwidth
expected for optical rectifying transmitters relative to those relying on carrier
acceleration.

Therefore, all experimentally and theoretically observed phenomena

require that the device generate THz via optical rectification in the absence of an applied
bias field. In comparing the PPT transmitter under no bias to the F-chip transmitter with
no bias, we observe that the FWHM bandwidth of the PPT is appreciably wider than that
for the F-chip in this experiment. The difference in spectra between the F-chip and PPT
is most pronounced at lower frequencies. In the above figure, only the first four even
mode cutoff frequencies of the PPT transmitter are shown as dashed vertical lines.
Symmetry requires that the odd modes of the transmitter not be excited for excitation
centered between the plates, which will be explained in the next section.

Signal as a function of position
Whether the PPT transmitter was operated with an applied bias voltage, or not, the laser
excitation spot was moved in order to maximize the detected THz signal. However, the
spot location corresponding to a maximum detected signal for each case was not the same
for both methods of operation. Therefore, the THz signal magnitude versus excitation
spot position was mapped in a series of experiments with and without an applied bias
voltage as depicted schematically in Figure 4.11. A circular excitation spot was used to
maximize spatial resolution. The results of these experiments are depicted in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic depiction of the experiment used to determine the peak measured
THz field as a function of generation spot position.

Figure 4.12: Individually normalized THz amplitude versus displacement along an axis
normal to the device electrodes for a 120 µm thick PPT transmitter with a 70 V applied
bias (solid) and with no bias (dashed).
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Figure 4.12 plots the detected THz field amplitude versus displacement along an
axis normal to the electrodes, where each curve has been normalized to its own maximum
value. These two curves correspond to a 120 µm thick PPT transmitter with a 70 V
applied bias and with no applied bias. The spatial resolution of this experiment is limited
by the excitation laser spot size and rough surface structure of the excitation face. From
the figure we can see that the THz generated when the device is biased is maximized near
the anode. As THz amplitude is directly proportional to the bias field magnitude, this
curve reveals a highly non-uniform bias field present in the PPT transmitter when
operated under an applied bias voltage.

The non-uniformity of this field, showing

pronounced enhancement at the anode has been previously described for coplanar devices
[59].

However, when the PPT transmitter is operated without an applied bias, the

detected THz amplitude shows a smooth dependence on position. The peak of this curve
is located midway between the device electrodes. In this position any aperturing effects
are at a minimum, and THz production via optical rectification is maximized. We note
that this curve is neither dual-lobed nor antisymmetric, indicating that generation is not
due to surface or Schottky depletion field effects.
The generation of significant signal amplitudes via optical rectification came as a
pleasant surprise in the development of the PPT transmitter. In particular, the ability to
generate substantial signals in the absence of a bias field offers great potential for the
monolithic integration of planar quasioptical elements and sources (and detectors). The
development of monolithic TEM-mode integrated quasioptical systems may be made
significantly easier by removing the need for a high-voltage supply and the necessary
bias electrical contacts and using the PPT source in optical rectification mode.
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Furthermore, this mode of operation exhibits a smoother spectrum with higher FWHM
bandwidth than that for the biased case, which is evidenced by the faster temporal
waveforms generated.

The PPT transmitter is a unique THz source in that it

demonstrates useful and unique signal characteristics via two completely different
methods of generation. Its ability to be readily incorporated within our 2D TEM-mode
quasioptical systems insures its future application.

Direct Excitation of a Parallel Plate Guide
While the PPT transmitter is itself a small length of dielectric filled parallel plate guide,
the source was used to excite a small air filled parallel plate guide. The experiment
described in this section was a driving force for the development of the integrated
quasioptical elements described in Chapters 2 and 3. In this experiment, the standard
THz-TDS system was replaced with a PPT source placed directly within a 25 mm long
air filled parallel plate structure. The aluminum plates of the structure were biased
directly. The output of the structure was measured using the previously described fiber
coupled beam profiling system of Reiten et al [50]. Figure 4.13 illustrates the waveguide
structure with a THz pulse several millimeters from the waveguide output. The upper
panel of the figure is to scale. This figure illustrates the unconstrained spreading of the
beam generated from the PPT transmitter in a standard parallel plate guide.

The

observation of this spreading along the unguided axis helped lead to the development of
the planar quasioptical elements in Chapter 3. This experiment also demonstrated for the
first time photoconductively switched excitation of a parallel plate structure.
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Figure 4.13: Beam profile of a directly excited parallel plate waveguide along an axis
parallel to the guide plates. The upper panel is to scale and indicates the measurement
window. The lower panel is a close-up of the measurement window.

After performing the measurements above using the fiber coupled scanning
receiver, a 10-50-10 SOS receiver was situated directly at the device output. In order to
prevent shorting the receiver electrodes, the sapphire side of the SOS wafer was
contacted to the parallel plate structure. Thus, in this configuration the direct excitation
of the waveguide structure by the PPT transmitter was directly optoelectronically
detected with a conventional receiver.

No quasioptical elements were incorporated

within the parallel plate structure. The detected THz pulse is shown in Figure 4.14. The
origin of the low-frequency ringing in the scan is unknown, while the sharp negative
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spike occurring approximately 10 ps after the main pulse is due to reflection within the
transmitter die. The spectrum of the pulse of Figure 4.14 is shown in Figure 4.15. The
relatively long-duration pulse width is reflected by its sub-THz spectrum. However, the
actual spectrum of the pulse, were the reflections removed, is likely smoother than that
indicated by the figure. Though the results are preliminary, this experiment demonstrates
the direct excitation and detection of a picosecond TEM-mode pulse of THz radiation in a
TEM-mode guiding structure. It should be noted that for an air-filled parallel plate
structure of 117 µm spacing as used in the experiment, the cutoff frequency of the TM1mode is ~1.3 THz. Thus, the measured signal in Figure 4.14 is contained entirely in the
TEM-mode.
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Figure 4.14: Directly measured THz pulse for directly excited parallel plate waveguide.
The FWHM pulsewidth of the main peak is indicated by arrows.
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Figure 4.15: Amplitude spectrum corresponding to the pulse in the figure above.

Summary
In the preceding chapter a new type of photoconductively switched transmitter has been
demonstrated. Experimentally, the PPT transmitter is shown to be a powerful source of
THz radiation capable of high-bandwidth operation. Although simultaneous operation at
high-power and high-bandwidth has not yet been achieved, the device easily generates
sub-ps pulses of THz radiation in both modes of operation. The device is also shown to
have several features and drawbacks relative to standard PC switched THz transmitters.
The features include ease of fabrication, mechanical robustness, and increased power
handling capacity. Most importantly the PPT source is capable of direct excitation of the
TEM-mode in planar guiding structures.

Drawbacks to the device include reduced

excitation efficiency and higher-order mode excitation within the transmitter die. Most
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importantly, the source has demonstrated the unique ability to optoelectronically excite
the TEM-mode of a 2D interconnect in a powerful manner with and without an applied
bias. The PPT source was combined with a standard detector to demonstrate the direct
excitation and detection of an air-filled parallel plate waveguide as a viable means of
coupling an ultrafast THz pulse from point-to-point in a completely guided manner. With
further experimental and theoretical consideration, the PPT transmitter, and its use within
a larger 2D quasioptical structure, could find utility in THz research and commercial
applications.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This document has described several new contributions in guided wave THz research. A
2D quasioptical structure has been proposed and implemented. Within a sub-wavelength
thickness, air-filled structure, 2D quasioptical elements have been shown to work as their
3D analogs in free space. These structures guide sub-ps pulses of THz radiation in both
directions orthogonal to the direction of propagation while maintaining propagation in the
low-loss and dispersion free TEM-mode. A new class of THz source has been developed
to work directly with the new guiding structure to reduce or eliminate the need for
quasioptically coupling these guiding structures to a larger external quasioptical circuit.
The direct optoelectronic detection of the guided modes of the structure has also been
demonstrated. Thus, a basic set of 2D components required to develop a planar analog of
the THz systems used for the last two decades has been demonstrated. A fully integrated
source, guiding structure, and detector have been demonstrated individually and together
as viable candidates for the realization of ultra-high bandwidth circuitry.
In the first portion of this work, the theoretical basis of a 2D TEM-mode
integrated optical structure was established. A basic premise was established on which
the remaining experimental studies were founded.

Some practical considerations

regarding the fabrication of integrated quasioptical elements were also considered. The
demonstration of the 2D guiding structure was carried out first using multiple reflections
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from incorporated flat mirrors to identify any deleterious effects of incorporating
quasioptical elements within the guiding structure.

Indeed, no such effects were

observed. The demonstration proceeded to show the focusing action of a simple circular
reflective element corresponded well with that expected from standard Fourier analysis.
The transmissive and diffractive elements of a collaborating author were likewise shown
to behave as expected by free space quasioptical theory. The demonstration of these
individual elements has shown that a “2D optical table” may be fabricated to propagate
sub-ps pulses of THz frequency radiation for arbitrarily long distances via complex
pathways in the TEM-mode.
The second portion of this work described the development of a simple THz
transmitter that not only directly couples to the 2D quasioptical structures described
previously, but does so in a very powerful manner. As demonstrated in this work, the
PPT transmitter generates a signal with amplitude comparable to the maximum signals
recorded in our labs. The transmitter does so using non-ideal coupling optics and much
more crude fabrication techniques than our current standard devices. The device is
shown to be a powerful source of guided wave THz radiation in both biased and unbiased
modes of operation, a feature that is unique and important among THz sources. The PPT
transmitter has also demonstrated a wider FWHM bandwidth than standard devices (for a
particular receiver geometry), with the gain in spectrum lying in the lower frequency
range. The signal generated by the PPT transmitter was shown to directly couple to the
TEM-mode of a parallel plate structure and to be optoelectronically detected by a
modified standard receiver.
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The 2D integrated quasioptical elements demonstrated in this work show great
promise for directing sub-ps pulses through a complex circuit incorporating reflective,
transmissive, and diffractive elements.

Such a device may find use in very high-

bandwidth, highly parallel board level circuits or as rugged waveguide based THz-TDS
sensors. The PPT transmitter described in this work may also be used to directly excite
these structures in a way that couples their further research to the anticipated behaviors of
very fast chip level circuitry.

Moreover, the PPT transmitter may find immediate

application in free space or guided wave THz research situations where signal amplitude
or fabrication complexity are the primary limiting factors on available transmitters.
Lastly, the coupling of these two technologies into a completely integrated THz circuit
could expand the advantages of THz time-domain techniques to a broader research
community and perhaps commercial applications in a similar vein to integrated optical
components at light frequencies.
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